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INTRODUCTION
CORINE

Attachment

DE

theory

RUITER

and MARINUS

(Bowlby,

1969.

secure attachment relationship
development
throughout
life.

1973.

H. VAN

IJZENDOORN

19SO) emphasizes

between care-giver(s)
Thus
far, empirical

the importance

of a

and child for socio-emotional
research has borne out this

supposition.
The relevance of attachment
theory to cognitive development
education is a relatively
new area of interest.
This
issue presents theoretical

and
and

empirical contributions
on this topic.
De Ruitcr and van IJzendoorn present a brief review of attachment theory and recent
dcvclopmcnts in this arca of research.
on the relationship bctwccn attachment

Subsequently.
and cognitive

the estant research literature
development is reviewed, with

special emphasis on exploratory
and problem solvin, (7 competence, parental teaching
styles and high-risk samples. The chapter concludes with the presentation of a heuristic
model

of the relationship

a sccurc attachment.

bctwccn

relative

attachment

to an insecure

and cognition.

The authors propose that

one. has scvcral

positive

influences

on

the child’s academic dcvclvpment: increased willingness to cooperate with teachers and
peers, incrcascd mastery motivation, higher self-esteem. and lower test anxiety.
Grossmann

and Grossmann

focus on the role of emotion

regulation

in cognitively

challenging situations.
They propose that the internal
working
model of attachment
scrvcs as a11emotional appraisal system, which they illustrate with findings gathered with
the Adult

Attachment

in emotion

regulation

stressful

Intcrvicw.

Further,

in young children

they provide empirical evidence that failures
ncgativcly intlucncc cugnitivc performance in

situations.

Moss. Parent, Gossclin
and Dumont
provide an integration
of the theoretical
work of John Bowlby and Lcv Vygotsky,
thereby offering a conceptual basis for
understanding the developmental interdependency between (mcta-)cognitive and socioaffective processes. The authors present data from a study that compared collaborative
styles of sccurcly and insccurcly attached mother-child
dyads during the preschool
period. Mothers of securely attached children were more inclined to verbally monitor
and evaluate their children’s activity in a task situation,
while secure preschoolers
showed more advanced dcvclopmcnt in the use of metacognitivc strategies during
collaboration.
Bus provides

an integrative

review

of her

research

on the relationship

between

attachment and emergent literacy. She has found that the quality of attachment
between mother and child affects the quality of assistance of the mother during
interactive reading sessions. Also, securely attached dyads spend more time reading
and the reading interactions arc more rewarding. Finally,
it could be demonstrated
that secure preschoolers showed more advanced cmergcnt literacy skills. These findings
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support

the notion

offered

and bl. H. VAN [JZENDOORN

by Moss and her colleagues

in the previous

chapter,

that

socio-affective and cognitive processes in development are interdependent.
Takahashi reports on a study in which mothers and their preschool children performed
a referential communication
task. Attachment
security was studied in relation to the
mother’s tendency to control the child’s task-irrelevant
In contrast with the previous chapters, attachment
perception
author

of the child’s relationship

found

that mothers

behaviors and errors in decoding.

security was assessed by the mother’s

to her. and not with the Strange Situation.

of securely

attached

children

tended

not to control

The
their

child’s off-task behaviors and that their children made more errors in decoding. She
suggests that the discrepancy with findings from studies with Western children may be
due to cross-cultural infiuences.
The chapters in this issue attest to the fruitfulness of the theoretical
integration
of attachment
theory in studying cognitive development.

and empirical
Affective
and

motivational
components,
as revealed in the quality of internal working models of
attachment,
can have an impact on cognition and learning. Future research could
extend the reach of the current approach into the school years, and focus more directly
on the relationship

bctwecn

attachment

and educational

issues.
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ATTACHMENT
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Abstract
This
the

ch;qkr

provitlc~

quality

thawy

;I rcvicw

ol’ ;nttd~Incni

k prcsctltcd

on the child‘s
litcraturc

and

cogiiitivc

style,

authors

concluttc

the

chapter.

and

cogrlitioll,

the

iritlucncc

focusing

mct;lcognitiotl
that

the

the

;luthors

which

ol’ the

of the

points

high-ri\k
of the

it heuristic

to po3Ghlc

FirQ.

;~tt;d~rncrlt

on exploratory

tidings

literature

dcvclopmcnt.

is cx;imincd

;mrt

prcwnt

cmpiric;ll

cognitive

dcvclopmcnt

is rcvicwcd,

teaching

and

tvmd

OH the

rcl;ttionshlp

ii brief

rcvicw

twtwccn

thcorctically.
and

prohlcm-wtvirlg
Ikspitc

rcsc;lrch
~~udcl

dircctiorl5

rcvicwcd
ot’ ttw
for luturc

cart-giver

Sutwqucntly.

sawptcs.

arc

twtwcctl

of attw_+rwrit
2nd

conlpctcrlcc.
a nunibcr

of

promking.

At

rct;ttiomhip

child

the cmpiricat

hctwccn

p;brcnt;ll
caveats.
the

clot

the
of

attachment

rc5carch.

Introduction
WC will rcvicw the litcraturc
pcrtainin g to the role of the quality of the
relationship
bctwccn child and care-giver
in the cognitive
dcvclopmcnt
is very broad and includes such divcrsc phcnomcna
The term “cognitive”

In this chapter
first attachment

of the child.
as intclligcncc,
memory,
reasoning,
attention,
language,
phcnomcna
cover the range from nonconscious
to conscious,
proccsscs (Williams,
Watts,
studies that have examined
attachment
theory in relation

and mctacognition.
Thcsc
from automatic
to strategic

MacLcod,
Sr Mathews,
19SS). Our rcvicw is limited
to
attachment
security
as measured
from the viewpoint
of
to a wide range of cognitive
processes, such as reasoning,

attention,
and language. Studies that have cxamincd
to the gcncrot affcctivc
climate in the cart-giver-child

cognitive
dcvclopmcnt
in relation
relationship
have been omitted,
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because limiting our review to research on attachment theory provides
of the value of attachment theory in explaining individual differences
development.

Attachment

an appraisal
in cognitive

Theory

Attachment theory is a theory of human social-emotional development. John Bowlby
(1969, 1973, 1980) maintains that the human infant is endowed with an “attachment
behavioral system,” with which it ensures the proximity of primary care-givers (or
“attachment figures”). Attachment behaviors include crying, reaching, smiling, and
crawling. According to Bowlby, attachment behavior is evolutionary adaptive behavior,
because it has ensured protection from predators in our ‘.environment of evolutionary
adaptedness.” He has also mentioned the possibility that it allows the infant to learn
various necessary survival skills from its attachment figure(s) (Bowlby, 19690989, p.
224).
On the basis of regular interaction with its attachment figure(s), the infant develops a
mental representation of this (these) relationship(s). Bowlby (1973, 1980) termed these
mental representations “internal working models,” thereby emphasizing their dynamic
(‘.w~rking”) nature (see also Crittenden, 1990). With increased cognitive ability, the
models become increasingly sophisticated. Mary Ainsworth was the first to recognize
individual differences in attachment behavior and internal working models of attachment
relationships in I-year-old infants (Ainsworth. Blehar, Waters. & Wall. 1978). She
developed a laboratory procedure, the so-called Strange Situation, which exposes the
infant to increasing levels of stress. The child’s attachment behavior system is activated
by exposing the child to an unfamiliar playroom, interaction with an unfamiliar
adult, and two brief separations from the child’s attachment figure. The infant’s
behavior during the two reunions with the attachment figure reveals the status of its
relationship with the attachment figure. Ainsworth ef rd. (1978) distinguished three types
of attachment: secure (also called B), anxious-avoidant
(A), and anxious-ambivalent
(C). Subsequent research has revealed a fourth type: anxious-disorganized
(D; Main &
Solomon, 1986, 1990).
Securely attached infants are characterized by seeking proximity to the attachment
figure upon reunion. When distressed by the separation, they are relatively quick
to recover and resume their exploration of the toys and room. Ainsworth (1973)
coined the term “secure base from which to explore” to describe the role of the
attachment figure for a securely attached infant. infants who are anxious-avoidantly
attached to their care-giver display avoidant behavior at reunion. The avoidance might
be displayed by averting the face or diverting attention to the toys. With these infants,
the attachment-exploration
balance is tilted heavily toward exploration. However, the
quality of their exploration is often low compared to secure children’s exploratory
behavior (see below). Anxious-ambivalently
attached infants show a mixture of seeking
proximity and resistant, angry behavior toward the attachment figure upon reunion.
Sometimes they are difficult to soothe, and arc generally slow to resume exploration
balance leans considerably towards
again. In this case, the attachment-exploration
the attachment-side.
Anxious-disorganized
infants display the absence of a consistent
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strategy for dealing with the stress induced by the Strange Situation
procedure.
For
instance,
they may demonstrate
a combination
of avoidant and ambivalent
behavior,
or disorganized
behavior
(e.g., freezing,
stereotypic
behavior).
Several studies have
documented
the stability of these various internal working models of attachment over
time, at least in middle class samples (Main, Kaplan, & Cassidy. 1985; Waters. 1978).
In her pioneering
Baltimore study, Ainsworth
related the three types of attachment
then recognized
to individual
differences
in care-giver
behavior
towards the infants
home observations
in the first year of
(Ainsworth
et al., 1978). During intensive
life, she found that mothers
of secure infants were generally
more sensitive
and
responsive to their infants’ signals than mothers of ansiously attached infants. Mothers
of avoidantly
attached infants were the most insensitive
and tended to dislike physical
contact with their infants. The mothers of the ambivalent
children were inconsistently
responsive
and somewhat
inept in their care-giving
role. Subsequent
independent
research
has confirmed
the finding that mothers
of securely
attached
infants are
more sensitively
responsive
than mothers of anxiously
attached infants (Grossmann,
Grossmann.
Spangler, Suess, & Unzner,
1985; Smith R: Pederson.
1988). Few studies
have focused on the difference
between care-givers
of the avoidant
and ambivalent
categories.
Those that have have generally
found that mothers of anxious-avoidant
infants are characterized
by an intrusive
and interfering
care-giving
style (Smith Rr
Pederson,
1988; Isabella. Belsky, & Von Eye, 1989; Lewis bi Feiring,
1989; Isabella,
1990). Mothers of ambivalent
infants tend to bc understimulating
(Belsky, Rovine. Cy:
Taylor,
1984). Since the anxious-disorganized
attachment
category has only recently
been documcntcd,
research into its antcccdcnts
is scarce. Main and Hesse (1990) have
hypothesized
that this attachment
type may bc the result of frightcncd
or frightening
behavior on the part of the attachment
figure. Such behavior is thought to be the result
of unresolved
grief due to loss or trauma.
Research into the anteccdcnts
of the different attachment
types has recently rcccived
a new impetus due to the development
of the Adult Attachment
Interview
by Mary
Main and colleagues
(AAI; George, Kaplan, & Main, 1984; Main et al., 1985; Main
Rr Goldwyn,
in press). This interview
allows classification
of the internal
working
model of attachment
in adolescents
and adults into four categories
(Dismissing,
Secure,
Preoccupied,
Unresolved).
The interview
focuses on the subject’s
mental
representation
of his/her past relationship
with parents (or other major attachment
figures), rather than on factual biography.
General descriptions
of the parents (or other
attachment
figures) arc compared
to descriptions
of more specific episodes relating to
the parents,
and inconsistencies
and incoherencies
are gcncrally
considered
signs of
insecure attachment.
Dismissing
attachment
is revcalcd
in a favorable
image of the
by an inability
to support this
parent(s)
at the general semantic level, accompanied
image with favorable episodic memories from the past. Dismissing adults tend to idcalizc
their past attachment
figures and claim to not remember
much from their childhood. The
interviews often show that the parents of these individuals
were rejecting and unloving.
Secure adults provide a coherent picture of their past and present relationship
with their
parents on the AAI. They tend to value attachment
cxpericnces
and relationships,
and
lack idealization
or preoccupying
anger. Preoccupied
individuals
arc charactcrizcd
by
continuing
prcoccupicd
involvement
with past or prcscnt relationships
with the parents.
This involvcmcnt
is evinced by involving anger and/or passively trying to plcasc the
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parents. An unresolved status of attachment is revealed in incoherencies
of past losses and/or trauma during the interview.

in discussions

Six independent studies have shown nearly SO’% agreement between the attachment
status of the care-giver measured with the AAI,
and his/her child, measured with the
Strange

Situation.

on the level of anxious

versus

evidence for intergenerational
transmission
(see van IJzendoorn.
1902; van IJzendoorn

secure attachment,

thus providing

of internal working models of attachment
& dc Ruiter.
IYYI. for a review). The exact

mechanism of intergenerational
transmission
is unknown. Main and Goldwyn (in press)
have suggested that the secure adult is able to perceive attachment signals without much
distortion

because these signals do not threaten the existing mental representation of
childattachment, as is the case for the insecure adult. Modeling (grand-)parental
rearing behavior could also lx ;I mediator. Whatever the mechanism, it is very likely
that a behavioral link via a construct such as parental sensitivity/responsiveness
will
be implied. since the child forms a mental representation of attachment on the basis
parental
care-giving
behavior.
Several studies have documented this link between
adult attachment and responsiveness to infant signals (Grossmann.
Fremmer-Bombik,

of

Rudolph,
The

& Grossmann,

dcvclopmcnt

IYSS;

Haft & Sladc.

of an intcrnnl

the clcvclopment of an internal
sensitive-rcsponsivc
carctaking,
anxiously

lY8Y).

working

model

of attachment

is parallelled

by

working model of self. The child who has received
dcvclops ;I “sccurc” self-image of worthiness.
The

attached child,

sensitive

whose bids for contact ad comfort have not received ;I
;I self-image of being unlovable. Howcvcr, in the ciisc
this ncgativc self-image appears to be masked by :I defcnsivc

dcvclops

response,

of avoidant attachment

IYSX). Ambivalent
“good” self-image (Kobak C! Scccry, IYSX; Cassidy & Kobak,
attachment status is accompi~nied by iI rclativcly negative self-image (Kobnk & Scccry,
IYSS).
In summary, the cxpcricnccs in the first relationships
with primary care-givers shape
;I child’s intcrniil working models of self and relationships.
These working models will
in turn

have itn impact on subscqucnt

tcmplatcs
memory,
the

the individual
and idciltiOl1.

model.

influcncc

creating
of

emotional

these

cxpcricnccs, in that they function as mental
brings to subscqucnt interactions.
Information
processing,
as thcsc concern the self and relationships,
a-c influcnccd by

selective

input,

clu;llitatively

development

seems

body of rcscarch (c.g.. Erickson,
22 Charnov,

lYS5;

Main ct al.,

Attitchmcnt
How

does

can bc formulated.

btrsc from

and

psychological

solving
more

(Brcthcrton.
willing

to

tends

to stabilize

the

model.

The

self-cvidcnt

of itttilchment

Sroufe, C’ Egcland, 1085; Lamb, Thompson,
lYS5; Sroufc, Egclilnd, & Krcutzcr,
IYYO).

and Cognitive

potential

on II child’s social itnd
and has been documcntcd by ;I substi~ntii~l

models

Development:

A Theoretical

Gardner,

Note

affcctivc clu;llity of the care-giver-child
relationship,
i.c., the quality
bond, influence the child’s cognitive ability? A number of hypotheses

the

of the :lttachmcnt
sccurc

which

different

First,

which

the securely
to cxplorc

availability
1YS5).
ilpfJro;lch

lays
Thus,
nnd

ilttitchcd

the world.
the

basis

we would

persist

in

child
His

for

autonomous

expect

tasks

c;ln USC

confidence

than

securely
their

his attachment

figure

in the care-giver’s
exploration
attached
insecurely

a~

;1

physicill

and problem
children
attached

to be
peers.
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Second,

their greater

trust in their care-givers enables securely attached children to

better elicit and accept their care-givers’ assistance. Third,
working

model,

information

and thus harmonious

adult-child

between adults and children

(Estrada.

WC expect a secure internal

interaction.
Arsenio,

to enhance the flow of

Hess,

& Holloway.

1987).

Fourth, security of attachment is hypothesized to affect met~cognitive processes. i.e.,
knowledge about cognition and regulation of cognition. A secure internal working
model of attachment tends to be coherent. noncontradictory and nondefensive, whereas
the insecure

model is characterized

by multiple

contradictory

models

(cf. idealizing

the parent without supportive episodic memories).
Main (1991) has argued that these
multiple models indicate that metacognitive knouledgc has yet to develop or that there
have been failures in corrective metacognitivc monitoring.
It seems evident that the importance of the attachment bond between care-giver and
child is especially relevant for theories of cognitive devel~~pr~lcnt which emphasize social
inftuences on cognition. Vygotsky (19%)
has made the strongest claim for the role
of social interaction.
especially between adult and child, in cognitive dcvclopment.
According to his theory the higher psychological functions arc intcrnalizcd by the child
via social interaction with adults. In Piagct’s theory (1932, 1968). social interaction is
not considcrcd as important in cognitive development.
Piagct also emphasized the
importance of symmetrical
(peer) interaction in contrast to Vygotsky’s
asymmetric
(children and adults or chilclrcn and older children) inter~lcti(~fl in facilitating cognitive
development. It seems plausible that ~IttiIct~ltlcI~t quality will facilitate or inhibit socially
mediated atgnitivo

dcvclopmcnt

in both asymmetric

and symmetric

interactions.

So

fur, research in the ;Irc;I of i~tti~chmcnt and cognitive dcvolopmcnt has focused on
asymmetric (mostly niothcr-child)
interaction, as :I result of which the literature review
in the next section clots not include rcscarch on synimctric

interaction.

WC will discuss the rcscarch litcraturc

on atti~chmcnt antI cognition along the lines of
the hypotheses forniulatcrl
in this scclion. I:irst. we will rcvicw rcsonrch pertaining to
the hyp~~thesizc~l rcl~lti(~Ilst~il~ between the child’s security of i~tt~~c~~~~lc~~t
itnd exploratory
and problem solving competence (first itntl second hypottlcses). Second. WC will rcvicw
empirical studies on the instructional behavior of the :tttachmcnt figure during prttblcm
solving

sessions

with the child (third

hypothesis).

Third.

we will

research in the iIrc;I of itttnchmcnt and rnet;lcognitiorl.
f’inillly,
studies of the relationship IX~WCCII itttitchmcnt and cognition

Atti~c~~I~~c~~t
:ind Cognitive
Although
the nature-nurture
subsided,
since both “camps”
nurturists,

and. accordingly,

in high-risk

~~vel~)p~~~e~~t:Empirical

debate on cognitive

focus on (the lack of)

WC will scpilriitcly

discuss
sitmples.

Ilcsc~rrch

development

seems

to have

have acknowlcdgcd the importnncc
of the other,
attachment theorists,
have to acknowledge that genetic

factors play a Iitrge role in cognitive development. Nurturists
have to bc particularly
careful not to attribute to nurture what is actually due to nilture: the problem of indirect
genetic medi~Ition. Ideally. all studies csamining the rclntion between the quality of the
inf~tIlt~i~re_givcr
rclntionship
and cognitive secluclac in the child should control for
arc-giver
IQ. This. howcvcr. is not the case in most studies in this i\rea, which should
be kept in mind whon evaluating the findings reported here.
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E.rplorntor_v

and

hlain (1973) found that toddlers
attention
spans during
free play.
evidence

for

a relationship

in a correlational

study

(19SJ)

securely

found

that

Problem-Solving

attachment

40 infants.

attached

infants

securely

Sroufe (1975)
symbolic
play

were

and

exploratory

Bclsky,
more

toddlers

competence

Garduque.

competent

less disparity
level elicited

attached
found
during

status

However.

i.e.. they showed
and the highest

and Durett (19S2) also found
their environment.

Cotnpeteacr

who were securely attached
as infants had longer
Tracy,
Farish,
and Bretherton
(1980) found
no

between
with

insecurely
attached infants.
play exhibited
spontaneously

htatas.
Arend
and
in significantly
more

and %I. H. VAN IJZENDOORS

and

in free

between the highest
by an experimenter.

to be more

that securely
a free play

active

Hrncir

play

than

level of
Hazen

in exploring

attached
children
engaged
session at 2 years of age

than avoidant
and ambivalent
children.
The securely
attached
more enthusiastic.
compliant.
and persistent,
ignored the mother

children
were also
less. exhibited
fewer

frustration
behaviors.
and scored higher on positive affect and lower on negative affect
(whining/crying)
during
two problem-solving
tasks. Competence
in problem-solving
could not be reduced to diffcrcnccs
in Devclopmcntal
Quotient.
Twenty-six
of the 48
children

of the Matas et rd. study were seen again

they \vcrc -l-5 years of age (Arcnd,
their nursery school or kindcrgartcn
CV Block,
tlcfincd

1979).

Ego-rcsilicncy

as the capacity

for ;I number

of laboratory

tasks when

Gove, L! Sroufc.
1979). They were also rated by
tcachcr on ego-rcsilicncy
and ego-control
(Block

may bc considcrccl

a compctcncc

construct

since it is

Ilcxibly,
pcrsistcntly,
and rcsourccfully.
especially
who as infants wcrc classified
in problem
situations
(Arcncl
ct (II.. 1979). Children
sccurciy attachccl scorccl significantly
higher on ego-rcsilicncy
on both tcachcr-rated
and laboratory-b~lscci
of curiosity.
The klatas

to rcsporitl

mcasurcs.

ct rd. and

They

Arcnd

attachment
relationship
bctwccn
toclcllcr/prcsclioc)l
ilgC. f Jowcvcr,

also scorccl significantly

CI rrl. studies
status

arc

wiclcly

and interaction

higher
cited

during

both stuclics came from

on three

to dcmonstratc

problem

the WIW

measures

solving

rcscarch

the
at the

laboratory,

which called for indcpcnclcnt
replication.
Frnnkcl
and Bates (1990) published
such a
replication
and found [hilt sccurc toddlers diSplilyCd
more on-task time, less aggressive
behavior
and less verbal negativism
during
the problem-solving
tasks than insecure
todcllcrs.
Holvcvcr,
they COLIICJnot replicate
the Matas CI rrl. finding of ;I significant
diffcrcncc
on compliance,
ignoring
maternal
commands,
frustration
or whining/crying.
Oppcnhcim.
Sagi, and Lamb (1988) conducted
a study of 59 j-year-old
kibbutz
children,
whose attachments
the Strange Situation
when

to mother,
father and
they were 11-1-l months

mctapelet
had been assessed in
old. The children
wcrc rated on

the California
Child Q-set (CCQ;
Block Cy: Block,
1979) and the Preschool
Behavior
Q-set (Baumrind,
1968) by their kindcrgartcn
teachers and mctaplot.
Thcrc were no
significant associations
hctwccn infant-mother
and infant-father
attachments
and the 5
year ratings, but infants who had been sccurcly attached to their mctaplot
at 1 year were
ratccl less ego-controllctl.
more emphatic.
dominant,
purposive.
achievement-oriented,
and indcpcntlcnt
than anxious-ambiv~llcntly
attached infants (thcrc wcrc no avoidantly
attached
van

children
IJzcncloorn,

in the sample).
van clcr Veer.

and van Vlict-Visscr

( 19S7) performed

a follow-up

Attachment

study

of children

who had been tested

Parents and kindergarten
teachers
CCQ (van Lieshout
er al.. 1953).
differ

significantly

attached

anxiously

boys showed

with those of earlier

in parent

girls showed

control.

Bl,

Situation

at 2-l months

of age.

the Dutch version
of the
attached
children
did not

nor

teacher

less optimal

It is difficult

ones because the analyses

groups: A+C.
and Feldman

attachment
Crowell

neither

attached

optimal

in the Strange

rated the children
on
Securely
and ansiously

in ego-resiliency.

to the teachers.

531
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ratings.

ego-control.

to compare

the findings

were conducted

According

but anxiously
of this study

using a division

into four

B2+B3.

and B-l.
studied
behavior

(158s)

sample of clinical
and nonclinical
mothers’ internal working
models

during

problem-solving

in a mixed

groups (mean age = 37.5 months).
In this study,
of attachment,
as measured by the AAI, were related

to mother’s
and child’s behavior
in the problem
solving session. Differences
in the
child’s behavior were largely revealed in variables assessing the child’s affect. and less so
by task behavior.

Children

and

self-reliance

of insecurely

attached

mothers

Lucre less affectionate,

more

more controlling
and anxious. and sho\ved more subdued and
there were no differences
on such task behaviors as persistence,

negative and avoidant.
angry affects. However.

enthusiasm,

between

children

of

secure

and insccurc

mothers.

The

of the sample may be partly responsible
for the lack of significant
findings
on task behaviors.
The children
of prcoccupicd
mothers scored significantly
lower on
mixed

nature

pcrsistencc

than those of dismissing

A number

of investigators

mothers.

have studicd

the relationship

bctwccn

attachment

and Devclopmcntal
Quotient
or lntclligcncc
Quotient.
The majority
a significant
diffcrcncc
bctwccn
sccurc and insccurc infants in DQ
Sroufc,

197s; Joffc.

studies

rcportcd

IOSI;

Pastor,

;I significant

I9SI:

Waters,
Wippman,
Main (197.3) found

diffcrcncc.

quality

have failed to find
(Matas.
Arc&,
&

22 Sroufc,
1979). Three
sccurc infants to bc more

compctciit
on the BayIcy test at 30 months.
van IJzcncloorn,
Sagi, and Lambcrmon
(1997) rcportcd
;I follow-up
on Dutch and I5racli chilclrcii
\vho had been obscrvctl
in
and professional

care-giver.

The Dutch

the Strange Situation
with their father. mother.
children wcrc asscsscrl when they wcrc around

four with

Scale (MOS;
van clcr Mculcn
assessed at live with the WPI’SI

l9S5). arid the Israeli children
wcrc
1074). In the Dutch sample, attachment

network
security
in the network)

CC Smrkovhky.

test (Licblich.

the McCarthy

(a composite
score basccl on the attachment
show4
;I low. but signilicant
correlation

sample,
the correlation
was somcwhat
and the family composite
score. Finally,

lowest,

but did not

differ

Bus and van IJzcndoorn
to

interaction

design.
year
more

reading

Attachment

olds,

years.

in

and

They
than

positive
measured

found
ansiously

relationship
3 years

sessions

status

using

was

Main
that

bctwccn

wcrc
and

assessed

from

first
using

attached

A+C

to study

cmcrgcnt

ef ~1,‘s (1985)

sccurcly

attnchcd

carlicr,

significantly

(19SSa)

status of the three dyacls
with DQ. In the Israeli

higher
and significant
on both the
van IJzcncloorn
arid van Vlict-Visscr

found that sccurcly attached (B2+B3)
5-year-old
children
a standardized
IQ test for Dutch children.
The marginally
scored

L>cvcloplllcntal

the

l-hour
children

scored

significantly

secure catcgorics

network
(19%)
higher

(B

on

t and B-L)

children.

attachment

literacy
Strange

in

Situation

reunion

procedure

explored

in relation

security

skills

stories

a cross-sectional
procedure

in

at 3’/~ and
and

IV?

.5’/~

illustrations

children.

Bus and van IJzcndoorn
(I9SSb) also found a
reading intcrcsts and attachment
security
prcschoolcrs’

indcpcndent

of intclligencc

and dcgrcc

of preparatory

rending
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instruction.
For an extensive review of these and more recent studies
emergent
literacy, we refer to the chapter by Bus in this issue.

on attachment

and

In several of the studies mentioned
in the previous
section on problem-solving
competence.
the behavior
of the parent during the problem-solving
tasks was also
systematically
assessed.
Matas et (II. (1978) designed
two seven-point
rating scales,
Supportive
Presence (SP) and Quality of Assistance
(QA). which were also used in a
number of subsequent
studies (e.g.. Crowell Sr Feldman,
19%; Frankel Sr Bates, 1990).
The SP-scale measures the extent to which the parent appears attentive and available to
the child and supportive of its efforts. Providing a “secure base” by helping the child feel
comfortable
working at the task and being involved, as shown by parental attentiveness,
form the core of the SP construct.
The scale for QA measures the degree to which the
parent helps the child see the relationship
between actions required to solve the problem
and giving minimal assistance needed to keep the child working and directed at a solution
to the problem without solving it for him (e.g., initially giving space, timing and pacing of
cues, providing cues the child can understand,
cooperating
with the child; Matas rr crf.,
1978). The QA construct could be considered
a measure of sensitive scaffolding behavior
(Wood, Bruncr, 6 Ross. 1978).
Matas it ni, (197s) found that mothers of securely attached infants scored signi~jc~lntly
higher on SP and QA than mothers of insecurely
attached ir~hnts. The two insccurc
groups did not differ signilicantly
on the two scales. Arcnd cf (11. (1979) did not assess
the behavior of the mothers during the Iabori~tory visit at 4-5 years. However, they did
in
find that mothers’ St’ antI QA measured
at 2 yCilI+S prcdictccl 5-year ego-resiliency
the child, measured in the lab<)ratory situation.
Frankcl antI Bates (I990) replicated the
Matas et 01. finding of si~llific~lntiy lower scores on QA itnd Sf’ for mothers of insecure
vs. mothers ctf secure infants. Ii~terestiIlgl~,
they also fourid tht positive it~volvellle~~t
as
measured
at 6, 13, and 2-I months showcct a significiint correlation
with
at hcm1c.
the quality of interaction
during problem solving at 21 mo~~tl~s. Croweli and Feldman
(19SS) averaged the scores on SP and QA into iI composite
vi~riable called “mother’s
help and support.”
They also classified the mother’s style of assistance
o11 the most
difficult problem-solving
task into OIW of three groups: (I) promotion
of autonomy
iind
The results showed
Icnrning, (2) confusing or chaotic, and (3) directive or controlling.
that mothers classified as secure by the AA1 were sigrlific~lntty more supportive
and
hctpfuf than mothers classified as disnlissin~ and preoccupied.
Sixty-two percent of the
secure mothers demonstrated
a teaching style that promoted learning and self-discovery.
Most of the mothers
in the dismissing
group (78%) wcrc directive
or controlling,
whereas the preoccupied
mothers showed both controlling
(35%) and confusing/chaotic
(60%) instruction
styles.
Londcrville
and Main (1981) examined
four measures of maternal
behavior (tone of
number of verbal commands,
number of
voice, forcefulness
of physical intervention,
with an unfilmiliar
female
physical interventions)
in a play session of ~I-nlonth-olds
and found that mothers
of secure infants
used warmer
tones and were
person,
less forceful.
11~ their follow-up
study. van Ifzcncloorn
cf
al.
(19%‘)
observed
their
mother-child
dyads in four problem-solving
tasks. Mothers’ behavior
was
measured
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on three
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atmosphere

(extent
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of smiling.

sum total

of positive

and negative remarks, degree of maintaining physical distance) and three scales for
instructio~at behavior (number of good prompts, number of interventions,
speed of
intervention

when child performed

suboptimally).

The emotional

climate factor did not

differentiate the four attachment groups (A+C,
Bl, B2+B3,
B-t) on three of the tasks,
but did on the most difficult task where the A+C group worked in the least favorable
climate.

Mothers

of securely

mothers of anxiously

attached children

did not give better

instructions

than

attached children.

In the emergent literacy research. Bus and van IJzendoorn (19SXa) found that mothers
of secure children gave more reading instruction and disciplined less during reading-type
interactions. These mothers stem to require more of their children in the area of reading.
emphasizing reading instruction and proto-reading.

The

theoretical

and empirical

integration

of attachment

theory

with

metacognitive

dcvetopmcnt is a very recent endeavor (Moss. 1992; Moss, Parent, Gosselin, B Dumont,
this issue). There is research indicating that parental training in mctacognitivc strategies
affects mctacognitive dcvet~~pmcnt (Carr, Kurtz,
Schncidcr, Turner,
& Borkowski,
1989; Moss Rr Strayer, IWO). but no studies in the literature have yet examined the
role of attachment security in mctacognitivc dcvclopmcnt. The study by Moss. Parent,
Gossclin

and Dumont

(this issue) is the first attempt to empirically

study this relation.

Stud6
high-risk

of the relationship hctwccn attachment quality and cognitive dcvclopmcnt in
samples should bc considcrcd scparatcly from the studies in low-risk samples,

since the high-risk cnvironmcnt includes a numhcr of risk factors that influcncc cognitive
development. Among them iire lack of financial rcsourccs, single parent families, and
psychiatric disturb~lncc in the parent, each of which might interact with the quality of
the affcctivc bond.
attachment
quality WZIS
In the Minneapolis
study of disadvantaged
families.
systematically rclatcd to later social-emotional
and cognitive dcvclopmcnt (i.e., cgoresiliency and ego-control) in a high-risk sample. Scvcral diffcrcnt reports from this
larger study showed significant predictions
from early attachment status
dcvclopmcntal outcomes, although prediction might have been positively

to later
affected

by the fact that the samples were sclectcd for stability of attachment from 12 to
18 months. It is well-known that attachment quality tends to be much less stable in
high-risk than in low-risk samples (SW Lamb ef crl., 19S5, Chapter 8 for a review).
Sroufc (19113) studied 40 preschool children from a disadvantaged sample. who were
enrolled in a spcciitl proschool program of the University
of Minnesota. The tcachcr
Q-sort of ego-resiliency and tgo-control of the Arcnd et rrf. (1970) study was used, and
their findings wtrc csscntially rcplicatcd. Children who had been securely attached ;IS
infants scored significantly higher on ego-rcsilicncy than those who had been avoidantly
and ambivalently

attached.

with

the Iilttcr

not differing

from

each other.

Sccurcly
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attached
children
also scored significantly
higher on a self esteem Q-sort measure.
Erickson, Sroufe, and Egeland (19S5) studied a disadvantaged
sample consisting of the
JO children of the Sroufe (1983) study and 56 other children attending other preschools.
Four of 7 observer behavior ratings (agency, dependency.
social skills, compliance)
in
preschool class yielded significant differences,
but none of the analyses distinguished
B
from both A and C children at the same time. The teacher-rated
Preschool Behavior
Questionnaire
(PBQ; Behar & Stringfield,
1974) yielded 5 factors, of which two revealed
significant
differences
between groups. Avoidant
children were rated as more hostile
than ambivalent
children, and as giving up more easily than securely attached children.
Unfortunately,
the study of the Disadvantaged
Minnesota
sample did not include purely
cognitive follow-up measures, such as problem-solving
competence.
In general, it seems
that the differences
between securely and insecurely
attached children were somewhat
attenuated
in this sample, compared to the data from the middle class sample (see Matas
et al., 1975; Arend et cd.. 1979).
Morissct,
Barnard,
Greenberg,
Booth, Rr Spieker (1990) studied the impact of a
number
of environmental
risk factors (SES, mother’s
conversational
skills, and a
composite
including dyadic interaction
and attachment
status) on the child’s 24-month
Baylcy scores and 36-month
Preschool
Language
Scale (PLS; Zimmerman,
Steiner,
L’ Pond, 1979) in a disadvantaged
sample. Hierarchical
regression
analyses revealed
that the prediction
of the 24-month
scores was rather weak. However,
34% of PLS
overall language quotient
and 46% of Auditory
Comprchcnsion
was predicted
by the
risk factors, of which 20% and 19%. rcspcctivcly,
wcrc unique to the dyadic factor
(mother-infant
interaction
and attachment).
In a scparatc analysis comparing
a group
of children

at cxtrcmc

tlisadvantagccl

risk

with

a group

of children

at (rclativcly)

low

risk

within

this

authors found that sccurc attachment
opcratcd as a protective
factor with the cxtrcmc risk, but not the low-risk group.
To summarize
the rcscarch
discussed
hcrc, our rcvicw supports
the notion that

attachment
normal

sarnplc.

quality

and

the

has impacts

disadvantaged

on the child’s

samples

cognitive

has shown

that

dcvclopmcnt.

for more harmonious
interactions
in task situations
compctcncc.
A parent who has a sccurcly attached
hcr/himsclf,

tends

to show

scnsitivc

scaffolding

Rcscarch

in both

a sccurc attachment
bond makes
and cnhanccs
a child’s cognitive

behavior

child

or

is

securely

in problem-solving
attachment
quality

attached

situations
and DQ/IQ

with the child. The rcscarch on the relationship
bctwccn
was the Icast unccluivocal,
but this may bc due to the fact that the gcnctic endowment
of the child plays a larger part in dctcrmining
DQ, as mcasurcd by standardized
tests,
thilI1
in clctcrmining
CSploriItOry
behavior
and gcncral problem-solving
skills.
Rogoff (1990) argued
that
the freedonI
to es-press seems
critical
in emotional
dcvclopmcnt

and

the frec~lom

to err

critical

in cognitive

dcvclopmcnt.

The

research

hcrc has shown that both tend to converge, each rcprcscnting
acccptancc of
the child by the parent,
and the parent’s scnsitivcly
regulating
his initiatives.
presented

Comment
The

results

dcveloprncnt
and suggestions

of

research

arc dcfinitcly

for future

on

the

promising

research.

relationship

bctwccn

and we would

Research

like

attachment
to close with

on the relationship

and

cognitive

a few comments

bctwcen

attachment
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and cognitive development
is a relatively recent endeavor,
which may in part account
for the scarcity of follow-up studies to school age and beyond. Long-term
longitudinal
studies are necessary
if we want to demonstrate
that the early social-affective
bond
with the care-giver makes a difference in later cognitive and educational
development.
The bulk of the studies are concerned
with cognitive performance
at the toddler and
preschool
age, when the child has not yet been exposed to a very large number of
other possible influential
agents, such as teachers and peers. As previously mentioned.
the research so far has focused exclusively on asymmetric
interactions.
which seems to
call for study of cognitive development
in symmetric relationships.
Lamb ef al. (1985) criticized attachment
researchers’
claims that early infant-caregiver attachment
is cnusalfy related to later developmental
outcomes,
because they did
not control for the concurrent
quality of the care-giver-child
relationship
in most of
their studies. This criticism is also applicable
to the majority of the studies in our
review. However, controlling
for the concurrent
quality of the relationship
is required
only if the influence of the earfy relationship
is to be assessed independently
from the
concurrent
relationship.
If one is interested
in the influence of attachment
on cognition
per se, controlling
for concurrent
factors is not very critical. Moreover,
the quality of
the internal working model of attachment
tends to be relatively stable in middle class
samples (Main et al., 19SS). An assessment
of concurrent
influences may be especially
relevant in samples where attachment
quality is subject to greater fluctuation
due to
environmental
stressors.
A caveat in nearly all of the studies is the failure to measure the IQ of the child’s
care-giver.
Although
Barocas el al. (1991) have claimed that maternal
IQ is not likely
to be an important
influcncc on the affcctivc component
of the maternal teaching style,
it is not inconceivable
that intelligcncc
may be in some casts related to the quality
of a parent’s internal working model of attachment.
WC spcculatc
that an individual
with ample intcllcctual
rcsourccs
may be able to USC thcsc rcsourccs
in such a way
that his/her internal
working model of attachment
would be rclativcly
open to new
information
and expericnccs.
Intclligcncc
might thus facilitate the development
of a
sccurc internal working model, cvcn in individuals
who have been exposed to rejecting
and/or inconsistent
parents in childhood
and thus would bc expected to develop into
insccurcly attached adults. However, one could also validly argue the opposite, namely
that superior intclligcnce
might increase the likelihood of intellectual
defenses, such as
rationalization,
to stabilize an insecure internal
working model by defending
against
processing
information
that is incongruent
with the existing model. Only empirical
research can dctcrminc
which of these two speculations
approaches
reality most closely.
Attachment
researchers have tended to focus largely on the differences in developmental
scquclae
between
securely
and insecurely
attached
children.
Due to small sample
sizes, more fincgraincd
analyses,
comparing
avoidant
and ambivalent
children
or
focusing on the disorganized
children, arc rare. For theoretical
insight into the specific
developmental
conscqucnccs
of these different
attachment
strategies such studies arc
ncccssary.
Main (1990) proposed that in the face of stress, avoidant children minimize
attachment
in favor of exploration,
while ambivalent
children maximize attachment
to
the detriment of exploration.
Attachment
theory predicts different outcomes with regard
to cognitive dcvelopmcnt
for children with thcsc opposite strategies,
i.e., avoidant and
ambivalent
strategies.
Children
who arc classified as anxious-disorganized
as infants
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samples (children
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risk. since they are found

of depressive mothers:

1990; alcohol-abusing

with

Lyons-Ruth,

mothers; O’Connor,

high frequency

Connell,

Sigman, & Brill.

in high-risk

Grunebaum,

& Botein,

1987; drug-abusing

mothers;

Rodning. Beckwith.
cY: Howard.
19S9: see van IJzendoorn.
Goldberg,
Kroonenberg.
& Frenkel, 1992, for a review). Main er al. (19S5) found that 6-year-old children who
as infants had been classified as disorganized in the Strange Situation, displayed either
directly punitive or anxious, overly bright “care-giving”
reunion

after an hour-long

separation.

regard to fluency of discourse
compared

to the avoidant,

and openness

ambivalent

behavior toward the parent upon

The disorganized

children

in an interview

and secure children.

performed

concerning

worst with
their family,

These behaviors (distluency,

lack of openness. controlling-punitive
behavioral styles) are likely to have an impact on
a child’s cognitive growth.
If future longitudinal studies into the school years are conducted, several different
topics

might

be worth

investigating.

Attachment

academic achievement

via several diffcrcnt

the internal

model

attention

working

p&n~r.~~.

of relationships

to the area of SeIj-eStee~~z(Cassidy,

quality

may

have

an impact

The intricntc relationship

and the working
1990). Anastasi

model

(1984)

on

between

of self draws

summarizes

studies

documenting the influence of general self-esteem on achievement.
Insecure attachment
is likely to Iead to low self-esteem (especially amhivalcnt and disorganized children) or
dcfcnsively
particularly

‘*inHated” low self-cstccm (avoidant children). The latter group might be
vulncrablc to test anxiety, which in turn would have a negative influence

on achicvcmcnt.
A second pathway might bc formed by attentional and motivational
processes. Achicvcmcnt is intlucnccd by the time spent at a task, and /he on-task is
greatly

intlucnccd

by persistence

mcntioncd showed a relationship
at problem-solving

tasks.

one places one’s attention,

(Anastasi,

1984). The

attachment

studies

previously

bctwcen attachment quality and pcrsistcncc in working

Achievement is also influenced by nffcntion control. Where
how deeply attention is focused, and how long attention is

sustained contributes to cognitive growth (Anastasi, I9S4). Some of the studies rcvicwcd
have found evidence for a relationship bctwccn attachment and attention-curiosity
(e.g.,
Arcnd

e/ (II., 1979; Main,

1973). Also,

the motivcrtion j’or envirotmentd

important contributor
to cognitive development.
For
1984, cited in Anastasi,
19x4) found that an infant’s

nmtery

is an

instance, Yarrow ef 01. (1983,
motivation
for mastery was a

better predictor

of later compctcncc than early measures of competence. Attachment
theory proposes that exploration, which is closely related to mastcry motivation, will
be greatest in children who can use their attachment figures as a secure base from
which to explore and who have internalized this base into a sccurc reprcscntation of
other and self. Finally. the quality of the attachment bond may be especially intluential
in the development of mctacognitive skills, such as goal structuring, selecting strategies,
and evaluating solutions, all of which tend to have an impact on academic achievement.
The pathways are summarized in Figure 1.1.
The model hypothcsizcs a number of mediating factors for the relationship between
attachment quality and cognition. The mediators are not exclusive; other factors, such
as behavior problems might also play a role. The model could serve a heuristic purpose
in that it indicates possible research directions. It also emphasizes the need for further
theorizing on the psychological (and possibly biological) mechanisms that C~USCaffective
factors to have an impact on cognitive processes.
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Attachment

quality

I
Sensitivity

I
Self-esteem

.

r

hfastely
motivation

I
Persistence
time-on-task

Atkllli0n

control

Academic

Figure

Scaffolding

Instruction

I. I. A model of pathways

achievement

of the relationship

of attachment

to academic

achievement.
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Appraisal

Emotions
appraise what a certain situation
may mean to us (Lazarus,
1991: Bowlby,
1982). They represent
a certain quality of feeling which is bound to our evaluation
of
what the conscquenccs
of ;I certain situation may be, that is, feelings about the risks of
our intentions
or actions in the many situations
that demand some form of adaptation.
Feelings can also come from within, e.g., feeling thirsty, hungry, sleepy, bored, longing
for tenderness,
etc. If properly evaluated,
these feelings represent an ztppraisaf of bodily
changes or need states, which demand proper actions, such as drinking, eating, steeping,
explorativc
or informative
activities, seeking tcndcrness,
closeness, loving, etc.
A young infant’s riced for c;Irc and protection
and longing for tenderness,
as well as
the qualities of care provided by the adults who feel responsible
for the infant, is the
beginning
of a complicated
social-emotional
dcvclopmcnt.
John Bowlby’s attachment
54 I
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theory (1982. 1973, 1980. 1988) provided the grounds for developmental
research that
has drawn our attention
to emotional
learning during the first year of life.
In the 1930s. emotional
development
was seen purely as a maturational
process.
According to Bridges (1932). the ontogenetic sequence started with displeasure. excitement,
and anger and continued
to produce aversion, pleasure, fear, satisfaction,
sympathy for
adults, and jealousy.
There was very little consideration
of the fact that the infant.
being dependent
upon adults, needed to understand
them and, simultaneously.
to be
understood
by them. This was partially ignoring the functions of emotional
evaluation
and emotional
expression which Charles Darwin (1872) had 50 years earlier already put
into a proper comparative
and evolutionary
perspective.
One approach to the study of emotional
development
concentrates
on so-called basic
emotions.
Ortony and Turner (1990, p. 316) list the fundamental
emotions
cited by
fourteen
authors and found noticeable
inconsistencies
even in the number
of basic
emotions.
James (1890), for example, lists fear, grief, love, and rage; McDougall (1926)
lists anger, disgust, elation,
fear, subjection,
tender-emotion.
and wonder;
Watson
(1930) lists fear, love, and rage; Mowrer (1960) lists pain and pleasure;
Weiner and
Graham (1981) list happiness
and sadness; Izard (1971) lists anger, contempt,
disgust,
distress, fear, guilt, interest, joy. shame, and surprise; Ekman, Friesen, and Ellsworth
and surpriso.
These approaches
have
(1981) list anger, disgust,
fear, joy, sadness,
played a major role in the starch for cross-culturally
stable emotional
expressions.
The
basic emotions
indeed appear to be very similar in diffcrcnt cultures (Ekman,
1980;
Eibl-Eibcsfeldt,
1984) and in similar situations
(Hochschild,
1983; Campos,
Barrett,
they do not focus on the role of
Lamb, Goldsmith,
Rr Stenbcrg,
1983). Howcvcr,
emotions
in the individual’s
dcvclopmcnt
of an appraisal system, which accompanies
active relationships
with people and which functions
as an evaluator
of important
situational
changes.
In their challenge of basic emotions theories, Ortony and Turner (1990) state:
might be mow profitable
being basic and biologically
(p. 321).

It

This is in line with
around
an attachment
suggest that

IO consider the linkage between certain components of expressions a
given than it is to attribute this property to the emotions themselves

the notion of the development
of an emotional
figure as conceptualized
by attachment
theory.

organization
The authors

many physiological responses are better understood not as indicators of a specific emotional stxtc
but as responses to specific evaluations of the situation
and of how it can be dealt with-that
is.
as meaningful subcomponcnts of the emotional response (p. 322).
It is, they say, quite likely [hat diffcrcnccs in physiologic;tl rcsponscs among so-called basic zmolions
such as anger, disgust. fear. joy, sadness, and surprise are actually due to differences in appraisals,
emotional intensities or response tendencies resulting from “specific appraisals and their corresponding
responses” (p. 322).
The
situation,
very often a social situation.
which is to bc specifically appraised has,
unfortunately,
not been part of Ortony and Turner’s theoretical
analysis. It is, howcvcr,
an integral part in Bowlby’s appraisal and sclcction theory of emotional
dcvclopmcnt.
Bowlby (1982, Chapter 7) conccivcs of emotions
as a dynamic process of evaluating
one’s situation
through
a steadily
flowing interplay
of curiosity,
doubt,
fear, clear
cnjoymcnt
and mixed feelings. Of course, the young infant cxpcricnccs
cnjoymcnt,
and thcrc is a clear cxprcssion
of
when mother
returns
after a brief separation

Attachment

concern-even

sadness-if

Most of the emotional
called “basic” emotions,
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there are no responses to his or her emotional

expressions.

however.

expressions.

cannot usually be clearly identified

because the individual

constantly

monitors

situational

as so-

changes

and thus the appraisals might change. Appraisals develop on the basis of emotional
communication within infants’ attachment relationships and on the basis of mental as
well as behavioral activities in the infant’s

Early
The

infant

ecological environment.

Infancy

is equipped by nature to express emotions

from

the very beginning.

At

the same time, the infant is also equipped to make increasingly clear evaluations of
the influences of his or her own expressions of emotion on others, as shown by studies
on anticipatory quieting of infants less than 6-months-old (Gekoski, Rovee-Collier,
&
Carulli-Rabinovitz,
1983; Lamb & Malkin, 1986). In addition, from six months on at
the latest,

infants’

appraisals

depend on a rather

attachment figures, who constitute

limited

number

of people, called

a hierarchy with (usually) the mother as the principle

figure (Grossmann & Grossmann, 1991).
The quality of a carctakcrs’ responses to an infants’
developing emotional appraisal system (Main,

Kaplan.

emotional

expressions

shapes the

& Cassidy. 1985). Differences

in

caretakers’ sensitivity to the infants’ communications gcneratc qualitative differences in
the development of the infants’ emotional organization and communication (Ainsworth.
Bell, & Stayton. 1974). Furthermore,
thcsc qualitative diffcrcnccs may have long-lasting
conscqucnccs for the prcdominancc of certain feelings over others, for the child’s
cxprcssion of feelings and for the emotional appraisals of changes in the individual’s
psychological lift

space and life circumstances (Grossmann

effects arc particularly

important

Sr Grossmann.

1991). These

whenever the child feels uneasy and when supposedly

her/his attachment system is aroused. Long-term negative conscqucnces are cxpcctcd
and have been empirically demonstrated when infants’ emotional expressions arc
ignored

or rejected instead of being attcndcd

to and receiving

an appropriate

and

prompt rcsponsc (Ainsworth,
Blchar, Waters, & Wall, 1978; Grossmann & Grossmann,
1991; Main et al., 1985). The emotional responses resulting from such differences in
responsiveness

extend from very brief moments of concern, to a short-ranged

rigorous

search for an attachment figure in moments of separation, to long-range consequences
for the organization of inner representations
of self and others. Longitudinal
data
clearly show that infants whose bids for tenderness are frequently ignored learn to
inhibit the expression of feelings related to unhappiness at l-year-old, arc less open
in preschool and indulge more often in withdrawal, self-pity and hostility (Grossmann
et al., 1989; Suess. Grossmann & Sroufc, 1992; Wartner, Grossmann, Fremmer-Bombik
& Sucss, in press). The “inner working model” is John Bowlby’s
name for the
dcvclopmcnt of an individual’s style of organizing his/her emotions on the basis of past
attachment expericnccs. If the expressions of negative emotions or helplessness of the
infant become associated with rcjcction by or unavailability of the attachment figures,
the communication style of the child changes in adaptation to this expcricncc. The child’s
attachment figure is hcrlhis most important part of his cnvironmcnt. Securely attached
children, as well as their parents. dcvclop a working model of thcmsclves and others
as Iovablc and worthy of help and behave accordingly. lnsecurcly nttachcd children,
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as well as their parents.

develop a working

to be ignored or rejected and therefore
disorganizedly
the children’s
of emotions

model of themselves

behave avoidantly,

and others as liable

ambivalently.

(Grossmann,

Fremmer-Bombik,

Rudolph

&

1988; Main et nf.. 1985).

Quality

of Attachment

as an Organizer

The early quality of a relationship

is represented

of Emotional

Appraisal

by the infant’s

communications

the attachment figures’ sensitivity:
their perception and interpretation
and appropriate responses to the infant’s emotional communications.
definition

or sometimes

(Main & Solomon,
1990; Main & Hesse. 1990). As a consequence
and their parents’ access to their own emotions and even memories
may also become limited

Grossmann.

and K. GROSSMANN

is the notion that all of the infant’s

and

of and prompt
Implicit in this

behaviors arc communications

of his/her

needs, feelings and states.
The first indication of the operation of an assumed “inner working model” was
demonstrated more than twenty years ago in the differential
behaviors of l-year-old
children

in

Ainsworth

and Wittig’s

(1969)

Strange

Situation.

When

the infant

is

obscrvcd as the mother reappears in the door, the infant’s behavior is interpreted
as his/her ex/>eclotiorl of the mother’s rcsponsc to his/her displayed or suppressed
separation distress. The inner working model scrvcs as an organizer of the emotional
appraisal system in situations

that may intcrfcrc

with

the child’s intentions

when hc

needs help ad
consolation. Main and her collcagucs found diffcrcnt rcsponscs of
6-year-old children in a variety of cxpcrimcntal situations according to their previous
attachment cxpcricncc: v&wing a rcccnt family photograph. imagining separation,
drawing ;I picture of their family in action and conlrnunicating with their mothers
after an hour-long separation. Early security of attachment to mother, but not to father,
prcdictcd

the child’s emotional

opc~~ncss

during

discussions

of symbolic

parent-child

scparutions and the tlucncy of parent-child discourse after a real separation (Main ef
(I/., 1985). In addition, their mothers wcrc thoroughly qucstioncd in a clinical interview
called the Adult

Attachment

lntcrvicw

(AAI:

Main Cy:Goldwyn.

in press) about their

childhood mcmorics. The AA1 is not a retrospect attempt to reconstruct adults’
past child-parent relationships,
but rather a method to assess their prcscnt state of
attachment rcprcscntation. Mothers judged to have a sccurc attachment representation
had free access to their childhood mcmorics regarding their relationship to their parents.
I‘hcsc were cithcr rather positive and dctailcd, or mixed, but with a sympathetic
understanding

for their parents’ emotional lift. In contrast, mothers judged to have
cithcr did not rcmcmbcr much or dismissed
insccurc attachment representation,
the emotional gratifications inhcrcnt in close attachment relationships altogcthcr. Those
who did not remcmbcr much of their childhood expcricnccs either tcndcd to idealize
their parents in a somewhat cliche-like manner, without any substantial support from
convincing narrative episodes in the transcribed intcrvicws, or disparaged their parents,
denying any cffcct on their own emotional well-being. Their mental organization of their
emotions conncctcd with their childhood cxpcricnccs was incomplctc and not realistic
(Main er (II.. l9S5). WC wcrc able to rcplicatc and expand Main CI rr/.‘s findings, thereby
a11

taking it out of a culture-bound

pcrspcctivc (Grossmann

Ed rrl.,

l9SS).

Attachment

Two

main differences

in the organization

(1) Access to one’s own emotions
relationship

with

their

children.
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of emotions

were found:

was shown mainly by mothers

It

was not

shown

by most

who had a secure

mothers

who

had an

anxious-avoidant
relationship with their children. It was shown to some extent, but
without the ability to distance themselves from past experiences, by mothers who had
an anxious-ambivalent

relationship

with their children.

Fathers

behaved very similarly,

although the concordance with infant attachment was somewhat lower.
(2) Emotional
coherency and integration
was shown by parents

with

a secure

relationship
with their children. An unrealistic integration-revealed
by noticeable
incoherencies and unfounded idealization in the interviews-was
mainly shown by
parents
without

who had an avoidant relationship
with their children. A sober
being caught up or “enmeshed” in present details was impossible

appraisal
for most

parents who had an anxious-ambivalent
relationship with their children (Main et nl.,
1985; Grossmann & Grossmann, 1991).
There were also a few parents who were emotionally confused in other ways because
they

had not overcome

a significant

loss in the past.

Interestingly,

indices of an

incoherent attachment-related behavioral strategy could also bc detected in most of
their I?-month-old infants. They have been labclcd “disoriented, disorganized” by Main
and Solomon (1990).
The “inner working model” as rcfcctcd in the pnrcnts’ rcsponsc styles to Main’s
Adult Attnchmcnt Interview seems to function as an organizer of attachrncnt-rclcvant
information.
It is still an open question whcthcr it also functions in a similar manner in
other “challenging”

situations

not :IS clearly rclatccl to attachment.

Emotions
I11 LlttiIChIllCIlt

considcrcd
lift

antI Cognitions

in ethology, cniotions and cnioiional
cxprcssions ilK!
value. ‘I‘hCy ilIT the basis for il quick iIppIXiS:Il
Of 0Ilc’S
infants thu emotional :lppIXiSiIl
system dcvclops by rccciving

IflCOfy.

iIs

to hilVC! survival

space. In htIIllaI1

rcsponscs from significant adults cilllcd artachmcnt figures. Dcspilc great VilriiltiOIlS
in newborns’ behaviors and dispositions,
thcrc is an evolutionary
predisposition
for
emotional communication. At the same time, thcrc arc noticcablc differences bctwccn
various
infants’

SignifiCilnt
emotional

ildultS in the ilppropriatcncss and promptness of their responses to
cxprcssions. Learning to understand each other thcrcby constitutes

a-by ncccssity-highly
individualized emotional learning process (Bowlby,
19X7).
The ideas prcscntcd SO far concern the ontogeny of emotional organization based on
the biological necessity of dcvcloping attachment relationships. If emotional learning is
so vital for the infant, WC may assume that it also influences later cognitive functioning.
In Wcstcrn
(IQ)

cultures,

the best predictor of SUCCL’SSin school is the intclligcncc quotient

as measured by standard tests, because school succcss

has always

been the main

validator of the IQ Validity is rcduccd but still significant for income, vocational level
and professional success. This may bc bccausc in routine situations and routine behaviors
emotions plily only il minor role, as thcsc situations do not require close monitoring by
the emotional appraisal system. Only situations whcrc the emotional appraisal system
If challcngcd, the quality of an
is challcngcd arc cxpcctcd to nlakc a diffcrcncc.
individual’s emotional organization and its appropriate rcprcscntation of the subjective

5th
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meaning of reality become an important
contribution
to the individual’s
coping style.
Challenging
in contrast
to routine situations
are: threat of helplessness.
deprivation
of food or shelter. loss of support or esteem, lack of access to material objects vital
for one’s life style. failing to accomplish
tasks demanded
by superiors,
schools and
other institutions.
etc., general
lack of control
(Grossmann.
in press.; Grossmann,
Scheuerer-Englisch.
R: Loher, 1991). From achievement
motivation
research, we know
quite well that the problem-solving
ability is dependent
upon the person’s motivational
structure
(Heckhausrn.
1989). The question
from an attachment
perspective
is: what
role do different qualities of emotional
organization
play in perception.
interpretation
and prompt and appropriate
behavior in situations
lacking ready-made
solutions?
The idea behind the question is that emotional
organization
functions not only as an
organizer,
but also as a continuous
regulator during the processes of finding a new goal
and of obtaining
a solution outside of repetitive
daily routine.

Emotional

Appraisal

and Reality

The emotional
organization
may influence unsuccessful
strategies or the redefinition
of goals, the process of securing assistance from others and the process of acquiring the
knotvlcdgc
and skills ncccssary
in certain problem-solving
situations.
The emotional
intcrfcrc
with the mental rcprcscntation
of the goal and
organization
may, howcvcr,
with the IIICXIS
to
obtain a goal if it is no longer conncctcd
to reality. Reality means
that the emotions rctlcct me’s
attempts to find ;I suitable mental (thinking) or behavioral
(active) pathway to change the challenging
situation according to one’s goals. If emotions
bccomc too unbcarablc.
bccausc the ncgativc ones cannot bc properly integrated
into
a11 overall
positive goal-corrcctcd
strategy (Bowlby,
1987). then they may be denied, or
unrealistically
changed. or the situation may bc avoided altogcthcr and remain unsolved.
This IV;IS clearly seen in the aforcmcntioncd
adult attachment
intcrvicws.
in the mothers * intcrvicws
Four basic styles wcrc rccognizablc
about their own
childhood
mcmorics:
the mothers
called “autonomous”
by Main and Goldwyn
(in
press) rcmcmbcrcd
good as well as bad cxpcricnccs.
Their language was open and clear.
They had a full understanding
of their own
parents’ life circumstances.
Therefore
they
wcrc able to see their ncgativc childhood mcmorics cmbcddcd
in a context of basically
positive.
accepting,
sympathetic
relationships.
They had solved the ambivalcncc
of
which in Freud’s psychoanalytic
thinking
their intcnsc feelings towards their parents,
constituted-if
unresolved-a
major component
of neurotic dcvclopment.
The vast majority of the autonomous
mothers were highly sensitive to their infants in
the first year. The sccurc attachment
relationship
observed with their I-year-old
infants
and later with their 6-year-old
children was characterized
by communicative
openness
(Grossmann
S: Grossmann,
1991; hIain ef rrl., 1985).
The children of autonomous
mothers,
when obscrvcd
in preschool
amongst their
wcrc significantly
more conccntratcd
in their play
peers with only tcachcrs prcscnt,
bcha\rior,
solved contlicts
by discourse
with their potential
conflict partners
and
as well 3s by obscrvcrs.
In a social
as judged
by tcachcrs
had fcwcr problems,
pcrccption
test containing
pictures of children who harmccl other children accidentally
or intentionally,
they bvcrc cithcr realistic, or they pcrccivcd
bcncvolcnt
rather than

Attachment

antagonistic

behaviors.

the 5-year-old

securely

of the situations

attached children

mothers

rejecting

of autonomous

memories

1992).
of autonomous

mothers.

experiences.

and

One group

because of good childhood experiences.

group, however, had to actively resolve the ambivalence resulting
childhood

depicted

expected positive

and they communicated their emotions-positive

(Suess, Grossmann, & Sroufe,
before, there were two kinds

developed coherent and integrated
Another

547

This means that in interpretation

rather than negative encounters
negative-openly
As mentioned

and Cognition

We called this

group

“reflective.”

from mainly

The

reflective

mothers
developed a posr hoc understanding
of their poor attachment-related
experiences. which was thorough enough to achieve the necessary mental integration
of their emotions. They were able to develop an openness for reality and for their
own children’s expressions of emotional needs, because they did not suppress their own
negative emotions and the reality represented by them.
The majority

of the incoherent

and less well-integrated

mothers were less sensitive

to

their infants’ expressions of emotional needs in the first year. The infants developed an
anxious-avoidant
attachment relationship and showed in the Strange Situation, at one
year and again at six years,

a lack of openness in communicating

with their

mothers

after one hour of separation. The &year-old children also responded in a less realistic
manner to suggested separations and-in
contrast to the children of securely attached
autonomous mothers-they
did not provide any constructive solutions.
If told, e.g.,
that their parents had to go on a journey for I4 days without them, the majority of
the avoidantly attached children showed feelings of insecurity or sadness but, at the
same time, they rarely offcrcd altcrnativc solutions such as going to visit a relative or
grandparents.

These

their familics

doing something

chilclrcn did not enjoy the family photograph and their drawings of
togcthcr was schematic, barren, mcl less individualized;

they tcndcd to draw “smilcys”

onto all facts (Main ct rd.. 1985; Wartncr

PMiftl-Gcrullis,
19&Y).
In preschool, the children of idealizing or tlismissivc

cl fil., in press;

mothers with avoidiInt attachment

classifications in the Strnngc Situation playccl in iI much less conccntratcd manner. They
did not solve conflicts with peers with the same constructive ilIlCl self-reliant
discourse
as did the children of autonomous mothers.
self-righteous
manner. Only insccurc-avoidallt

Instoatl, they told the tcachcrs in ;I
prcschoolcrs wcrc aggrcssivc towards

other children without any obvious reason. In the social pcrccption task, thcsc j-year-old
children saw more antagonistic than altruistic intentions in the pictures. They cxpcctcd
ncgativc rather than positive cncountcrs and they wcrc on guard and not open for
dcvcloping communication and relationships (SUCSS ef Al., 1992; for a summary
findings see Grossmann Cy:Grossmann,
1991).

The Role of Emotional
It is obviously

Organization

of great interest

in Person-Oriented

and in Task-Oriented

to set whether the diffcrcnccs

in emotional

of thcsc

Situations
integrity

also exist in areas more remote from the inner working model of self and others. In a
recent publication, we contrasted a narrow and a wider view of attachment (Grossmann
Sr Grossmann,
1990). The narrow view stresses 1,7-month-old infants’ behavior in the
Strange Situation as an indicator of the quality of attachment and its conscqucnces for
emotional organization. The wider view cxplorcs the quality of emotional organization
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in a variety
model

tasks and situations.

of developmental

in motivational

be conceptualized

the inner

working

and K. GROSSXIXNN

model

explain

How

can Bowlby’s

and task-related

adaptations

inner

contexts‘? And

in challenging

situations

working
how

does

as a hypothetical

construct‘?
In infancy,

exploratory.

base. In adulthood.

playful

goal-corrected

(Bowlby.
19SS). A secure
others based on empathy.

activity

requires

behavior

requires

an attachment

figure

a secure attachment

attachment
representation
integrity
and coherency

is a disposition
toward significant
of emotions.
Access to one’s own

emotions
and to those of loved ones is an element
of mature love,
love and hate. as in unresolved
ambivalent
or avoidant
relationships.
mature.
Planned

active

Grossmann,

goal-corrected

1990) ultimately

behavior

in a wider

means to contribute

as a secure

representation

view

Conflict
between
is considered
less

of attachment

constructively

(Grossmann

to one’s group.

or culture. Consequently,
the development
of one’s full autonomy
and creative
have become a kind of realistic utopia in Western educational
psychology.
Piaget

dealt

only

once with

this problem.

&

society
potential

He stated:

Affcctivily can C~IICCwxltxllions
intellcctu;d

;md retardations in the dcvclopmcnt
of intclligcncc. it can disturb
and modify its contents. hut it cilrl ncithsr engender or modify structures (Piagct,

functioning

I’JSI. p. 72).

f’iaget

sets affective

do with
Piagct

structures

intullcctualization

;III

stated.

in agrccmcnt

relationships

with

arc subscqucntly

Iiitcllccti1aliz;1tioii

dots

as isomorphic

of the active
Bowlby,

“that

internalized

not

nic;iii

with cognitive
schcmcs

and applied
thcrc

that

structures.

aspect of our exchanges

with

arising

and emotions

Intclligcncc
other.”

Any

cniotional

arc

atlaptivo

appraisal

system;

not

“distinct

from

is a forniativc

or

but analogo11s

130th have structural

rclatcd

to objects,

knowledge

is made

it

aspects

while

rather

difficult
from

to

aspects

or impossible
birth

on:

motor

behavior

1925).

and a language

functions

(I’iagct.

1973).

acquisition

relationship

bctwccn

;I teeter-totter.

If

the

emotional

similarly

faculties

of

acting

monitored

on

by an

circumstances

emotional

emotional

intellectual

support

system

security

insecurity

and

and

are clearly

mastery
acquisition
(Bruncr.

and exploratory
is experienced

drive
of

to

arid intra-

efforts,

to people,

related

related
In behaviors

logico-mathematical

organization

behaviors

I%O),

aspects.

interests,

related

in behaviors

Such

(Bcrlync,
the

the

In behaviors

. . .

to obtain.

curiosity

or affective

empirical
arc

feelings

that

assume

experiences

various

arc

energetic

up of interpersonal

is possible

almost

or

action

it means that
other people.”

rclatccl to objects and behaviors

and energetic

feelings that rcgulatc behavior.

intcrpcrsonal

The

or cognitive

structural

structures,

individual

Thus

to himself.”

they

people.

element

mcnt;il

to

interpersonal

modifying

behavior
is action guitlctl
by cognition.
sonic emotions
arc felt under certain

arc csprcssctl.
I’iagct clistiiiguishcs “l~ctwccn hchaviors

sometimes

“have
people.”

by the individual

the intcllcct
on affectivity
or of affectivity
OII the intcllcct.
Rather.
“affcctivc
structures
bccomc the cognitive
aspect of relationships
with
each

They
other

the energetic

which

results

to objects

from

if the goal is

seen in young
(White.

1959),

cultural

rules

infants,
sensori(Biihler,

I’9S.3) are but a few examples.
activities
and

the

is like a balance,
attachment

system

Attachment

is aroused.

exploration

explore.
it has been
(Carew,

shown

repeatedly

1980) and at three

in the presence
partners,
rather
brains

be low,

will

that

years

and Cognition

while
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the child who

intellectually

feels

valuable

of age (Loher.

to younger

brains

(Trevarthen.

1987).

experiences

19S8) occur

of and during interaction
with the mother
than while alone. Culture
is transmitted

secure

much

will

play

at two

more

years

frequently

or other confidential
from knowledgeable

We assume

that

it does

and

not

play
older
have

to

be the mother,
but rather
any confidential
partner
who participates
in children’s
attempts
to build up a representational
model of the relationships
between
objects
on the basis of reinforcement.
imitation
and guidance.
In intellectual
encounters,
there
are frequent
shifts and mingling
between
behaviors
related to objects and behaviors
related
to significant
people.
It is doubtful
whether
intellectual
development
could
function
without
it.
It is the child who tinally
challcngcs
offered
by others

decides whether
he will participate
in social-intellectual
or not. There is, however.
still uncertainy
regarding
the

conditions
under which children
are ready for intellectual
excitation
and when fear
of rcjcction,
emotional
ambivalence.
or emotional
disorganization
result in emotional
conflicts

that

may

mathematical

intcrfcrc

knowledge

Diffcrcnccs

with

in Emotional

factual,

to atmosphcrc
obscrvcd
in

inconsistent
and

the

ncgativcly

hOlllCS.

It

WilS,

the children’s
Gcncral
Cognitive
IQ. In contrast
to corresponding
concentration

of

cvcn after
intcllcctually

partialing
valuable

partner.
The hypothesis

the

necessary

Behavior

In the first stage of the study.
50 3-year-old
children’s
homes.
pleasant,

the acquisition

structures

chilclrcn

of the various

for defining

in Task-Solving

empirical

and solving

Situations:

and

logico-

problems.

A Rcscarch

Study

Lohcr (I9SX) obscrvcd
the emotional
atmosphcrc
in
The emotional
atmosphcrc
was
classified
as
warm,

or tcnsc.

Quality

of interaction

to prohibitions,
critical
ilS could
bc cxpcctcd,

was

positively

intcrfcrcnccs,
also positively

rclatcd

and restrictions
corrclatcd
with

Index (GCI: McCarthy,
1972) and with the mothers’
rcscarch in Bermuda
by Starr (I%5),
the obscrvcd
at play

was still

significantly

rclatcd

to atmosphcrc,

out the children’s
CC1 and the mothers
IQ, the child’s most
cxpcricnccs
wcrc in the prcscncc of ;I supportive
interaction

of cnlotional

intcrfcrcncc

in challenging

task-oricntcd

behavior

was

tested six months Iatcr (Lohcr,
1988). The then 3’/2-year-old
children
wcrc confronted
with ;I scrics of tasks which wcrc too difficult for them to solve. The children had to solve
four puzzles, dress a doll with a skirt, pullover
and shots, perform a block test from the
Wcchslcr, throw little bags at a target in order to test motor behavior,
and build a puzzle
with Duplo construction
blocks. The cxpcrimcntcr
maintained
a neutral cxprcssion
and
did not support

the children’s

performance

with

praise

or cncouragcmcnt.

If the child

asked for help the cxpcrimcntcr
cxplaincd
that she wanted to see if the child could do
the task alone without
any help. She did not criticize
any errors the child made and
provided
only factual information.
The children showed marked behavioral
for
positive
self-evaluation,
starching

diffcrcnccs
while working.
help and assistance.
and

Thcsc concerned
verbalization
of
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difficulties.

Some

children

also tried

manner by developing
creative
There were also unproductive
socially

skillful

through

escape.

In addition,

deviations,
that

to change

alternatives
attempts

through

some children

the difficult

refused,

situation

in a productive

and by changing the level of difficulty.
to manage the difficult
experiences
through

unproductive

is. by dissociation

task was really too difficult
gestures, facial expressions

and I<. GROSSMANN

from

openly

manipulations
the task,

of the materials,

mentally

and verbally.

as well

to continue,

and

as physically.

arguing

for them. whereas others showed their opposition
and other non-verbal
means of communication.

that

the

through
The sum

of rejection,
opposition
and negative behavior
expressions
constituted
an index for the
total aversive behavior.
The children’s
quality
and intensity
of stress expressions
was
a second source of information.
Some children
responded
to the excessive demands
with a depressed and ambivalent
mood. Others. in contrast,
remained
neutral or even
cheerful

(Grossmann,

198s).
In the present

1993: Grossmann.

context,

however,

we were mainly

Those children
who had experienced
a year earlier in their family settings
the experimental

situation

Scheuerer-Englisch,

Cp: Loher,

interested

1991; Loher,

in the longitudinal

results.

less warmth and empathetic
support at home half
showed more aversive and less playful behavior
in

at 3’12 years.

In addition,
as expected, the majority
of the children who had frequently
encountered
intcllcctunlly
valuable
cxp’cricnccs
in their families
at age 3 showed significantly
less
cvasivc behavior
in the cxpcrimcntal
task situation
at age 3’4.
often acted without
any
Those children
who. as rated by the home observers,
rccognizablc
goals and who were more often rcjcctcd
and supported
less by their
also cxprcsscd
fcwcr positive
verbal
self-evaluations
in the experimental
mothers,
situation.

They

tried

manner judged
the cxpcrimcntcr
hand.

Incompctcnt

to obtain assistance in a rather undiffcrcntiatcd
and non-verbal
Thcsc children
tried to approach
as immature
by naive observers.
only emotionally
and not for getting
information
for the task at
uttcrnnces

more often by children
Children
coming
from
maternal

attention

in the cxperimcntal

situation

who had little support
and
a more positive
emotional

at home showed

more compctcnt

wcrc

shown

significantly

wcrc less indcpcndcnt
at home.
atmosphcrc
and enjoying
more

verbal

behavior

in the cxpcrimcntal

situation.
The children who appcarcd
rather stressed in the laboratory
were not very playful at
home, wcrc often rcjcctcd by their mothers and lack4
support at home, particularly
in stressful
interaction

situations.
The less responsive
the mothers were at home and the lower the
quality was altogcthcr,
the more stress symptoms were shown by the children

in the laboratory,

indcpcndcnt

of children’s

GCI

and mothers’

IQ.

A new
1997). The
emotional
interaction

data collection
from these children
has just been complctcd
(Schildbach,
chilclrcn wcrc seen again lvhcn they wet-c 6 years old. Again, we probed their
disposition
in the fact of difficult
tasks and WC:also observed
the quality of
with their mothers at this age.
and task-oriented
behavior
in the 6-year-old
The arcas of intellectual
competence
children
wcrc no longer correlated
with the home observations.
However,
significant
correlations
still existed bctwecn the quality of child-mother
interaction
at 3 years and
the emotional
stress symptoms of the 6-year-old
children.
Thcrc was no direct pathway
from

emotional

support

to intellectual

competcncc,

or to interest

dcvclopmcnt,

etc.
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in several of our studies. The emotional
dispositions,
however,
were still correlated
positively
with the absence of restrictions
and with the level of emotional
support
while coping with intellectually
valuable
experiences
(Schildbach,
1992). We had
seen these differences
already in the 5-year-old
children
in preschool
(Suess er al..
1992). We discovered
them again when we conducted
very intensive
interviews
with
8-year-old children with known attachment
histories regarding the children’s emotional
responses
in a variety of stress situations
(August-Frenzel,
1993). We also saw very
similar patterns in IO-year-old children from our first longitudinal
study started in 1976
(Grossmann,
Grossmann,
Huber. & Wartner,
1981). In addition to attachment
history,
we also knew the mothers’ sensitivity
to the infants’ emotional
communications
at 2.
6, and 10 months of age by direct observation.
Differences
in emotional
organization
could be demonstrated
at each age level-5.
6, 8, and 10 years-but
the children had
to be challenged
in highly demanding
situations.
Testing their limits was necessary,
because there were rather few differences in routine situations (Grossmann,
Grossmann,
Spangler,
Suess, & Unzner,
1985; Grossmann
& Grossmann.
1991). At present the
complexity
of the data allows only a sketchy presentation.
Detailed analyses will be
forthcoming
in subsequent
publications.

Consequences

and Discussion

We consider the following results the most important:
(1) Intcllcctually
valuable experiences
during mother-child
interaction
at home were
correlated
with more task-oriented,
flcxiblc, and socially skillful behaviors in extremely
demanding
situations at 3% years; and (2) The emotional
home atmosphere
influenced
the emotional
organization
of the children in a highly challenging
task situation under
controlled
laboratory
conditions
at 3% and 6 years.
Sandra Starr assumcd such influcnccs when she stated:
My thesis. borrowed from many others, is that the child’s current intellectual level is a function of a
motivationally
determined history of learning in which motivation has played as much as, or more
of. a part than cognition in helping or hindering the child’s intellectual development. Therefore
the
dcvelopmcnt of compctcnce can best he described as a series of genotype-environment
correlations.
This view leads IO assessment strategies that are quite different from those that are now standard (Starr,
I’)XI. p. 1160).

Starr

concludes

her contribution

on testing

for children:

To imply that a problem is a (genetically determined) cognitive deficit, however, is to ignore the
children’s history of lack of motivation and lack of adjustment in school learning. Interventions
that
address the motivational
and adjustment aspects of learning may well be more effective with these
children than those that primarily address the cognitive lags (Starr,
1981. p. 1165).

Our observations
provide a clear basis for the role of social-emotional
communication
skills and emotional
support
at home not only in the development
of attachment
relationships
and subsequent
inner working models of self and others, but also to
some degree in emotional
organization
in the face of challenging
tasks. The inability to
integrate positive and negative emotions into a general positive coping strategy dcprivcs
these individuals
of the flexibility of an emotional
organization
in which ncgativc and
positive emotions
serve as realistic appraisals
of any given situation.
Obviously,
an
emotional
organization
that incorporates
all the emotional
rcprescntations
of real
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experiences,
positive
as well as negative,
contains
more elements
and represents
a higher organizational
order than an organizational
system that relies on selective
perceptions
and the inaccessibility
of important
emotional
representations
of distinct
aspects of reality.
Our finding that children as young as 3’1: years with different emotional
experiences
show different degrees of conflict as well as different abilities to concentrate
on difficult
tasks shows that a poorly integrated
emotional
organization
can disturb intellectual
functioning.
The inner working model is thus extended
beyond the narrow domain of
attachment
into the wider domain of more or less constructive
adaptation
to life tasks.
The development
of a coherent emotional
appraisal system enables a person to more
successfully
monitor difficult processes of adaptation
by cognitive means without being
unduly endangered
by unsuitable
emotions.
as compared
to persons with incoherent,
less ~vell-integr~~ted emotional
appraisal systems.
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for
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Introduction
Dcvclopmcntal
rcscarchcrs
hnvc increasingly
come to focus on the relation
I>ctwccrl
affcctivc
aspects of family
interaction
and children’s
cognitive
functioning
(Baroas,
Scifcr, Samcroff. Andrcws, Croft, & Ostrow, 1991; Brcthcrton.
Bates, Bcnigni, Camaioni,
R: Voltcrra,
1979; Cicchctti
& Schncidcr-Rosen.
1983). A rcccnt longitudinal
study
(Estrada,
Arscnio,
Hess, CyrHolloway,
1987) relating the quality of early mother-child
relationships

to school-age

measures

of cognitive

functioning.

show

that

even

after

controlling
for maternal
IQ, SES and children’s
mental ability
at age 3, a positive
affcctivc mother-child
relationship
during the preschool period predicts school achicvcmcnt
at age 12. Morcovcr,
according to attachment
theory, the behavioral
patterning
of early
child-core-giver
relationships
predicts
later social and cognitive
functioning
(Sroufc

8.~ Fleeson.

1YSS). Although

relationships

affects

concerning
involved.

both
In

later

the

lYS7.

there

is little

cognitive

mechanisms

Hartup

doubt

that

functioning.
of

there

intluence

speculated,

on

and

the

the

affective

is a great

the

specific

basis of both

quality
deal

of early

of ambiguity

cognitive

processes

Vygotskian

theory

and

empirical
studies of mother-child
interactions.
that the cognitive
processes most likely
to be affected by social relationships
are those related to metacognition.
Metacognition
refers

to one’s knowledge

which

control

their

of his cognitive

execution

(Brown,

include identifying
the problem.
outcomes.
By age 7. individual

resources and of the self-regulatory
processes
1987; Flavell.
1987). These metacognitive
skills

strategic planning,
monitoring
routines,
and evaluating
differences
in metacognitive
abilities are clearly evident

and predict strategy acquisition
and transfer (Borkowski,
Carr, Rellinger,
C! Pressley,
1YYO). In addition.
school success has been directly
rclatcd to the use of metacognitive
strategies in learning tasks (Bransford
et trl., 1YSZ). Studies by Flavcll and his collcagucs
(Flavell.

1957: Flavcll.

Spcer,

Green.

C! August.

1981). Kopp

(19%)

and Diaz.

Neal,

S:

Amaya-Williams
(IYYO) have shown that basic mctacognitive
skills develop between 3
and 5 years of age. Thus. by the preschool period. it should bc possible to study emerging
differences

in

these

cxecutivc

processes

bctwecn

sccurcly

and

insecurely-attached

childrcn.
The theoretical
and empirical
elaboration
of the rclntion
bctwccn
and mctacognitivc
functioning
is a completely
new rcscarch endeavor
with
rcfcrenccs.
In this article.
WC will cxarninc
the thcorctical
and empirical
relation

John

bctwccri

Bowtby

attactlriicrlt

and

Lcv

and mctacogriitivc

Vygutsky:

The

Regulation
Two

prominent

of a coltaborativc
of the dcvclopmcrn

dcvclopmcntal
dyadic

theorists

context

of Afl’cctivc

Rowlby

(IYOO,

lY73.

the early

and Lcv Vygotsky.
IYSO) and

(lY6Y.
I%?)
almost cntircly

Sclf-

rlcscribctl
how car-Iy patterns
by the mother in early infancy,

of close
gradually

cstablishmcnt

Rowlby’s

Vygotsky’s

social origins of cognitive
functions ( lY75, IYSO) arc classic in their
of social arid cogriitivc
tlcvclol~r~~cnt;~l psychoh)gy.
Bowlby
rcgulatcd

and Cognitive

Collal~oratiori

who conccptualizctl

arc John

of attachrncnt

dcveloprncrlt.

Achicvcrncnt
through

attachment
few existing
bases for a

concept

rcspcctivc

theory
of the

traditions

physical
proximity
give way to more

rcciprocul
patterns whcrc cithcr partner can cffcctivcly
signal the attention
of the other
from a distance.
The infant’s attachments
with the primary
care-giver
dcvclop
in the
course of the first year with idcntifiablc
individual
patterns appearing
by the middle of
the first year of lift.

The infant

who has cxpcricnccd

consistent,

sensitive

and rcsponsivc

care-giving
is able to better equilibrate
autonomous
exploration
and dcpcndcncy.
The
quality of the infants’ exploration
of novel cnvironmcnts
is also dcpcndcnt
on the dcgrce
to which the infant has intcrnatizcd
a model of ;I cat-c-giver who will meet the child’s need
for protection
base (Uowlby,

and physiological
regulation
(Emdc,
IYSY). The infant who lacks a sccurc
1%‘)) will show poorer master motivation
in exploring
the cnvironmcnt

and engagcmcnt
with objects.
According
to Vygotsky’s
theory,
adult-child
functions.

activity,
Children

gradually
arc active

scnsc that they participate

children

first acquit-c

problem-solving

skills

during

acquiring
the ability
to indcpcndcntly
perform
cognitive
contributors
to this internalization
process. not only in the

in interactions

but also in that they transform

and reorganize

Attuchmrnt

the skills

being acquired.

empowering

Adults

may facilitate

the child with responsibility

is slightly ahead of the child’s manifest
development.
Theoretically.
compelling

the parallels
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children’s

for regulating

development

joint

competence or within

between Bowlby’s

activity
their

and Vygotsky’s

by gradually

at a pace which
zone of proximal

ideas become most

as the toddler approaches the preschool stage. By the third year of life, a

true collaborative context for joint problem-solving emerges with the transformation
of the attachment relationship
into a goal-corrected partnership
(Bowlby.
1973).
With

the growth

of language and perspective-taking

skills,

the child becomes able

to communicate his own intentions and plans, understand those of the mother. and
engage in negotiations aimed at jointly achieving a common goal (Cicchetti, Cummings,
Greenberg, & Marvin,
1990; Marvin, 1977). Thus. the establishment of an effective
collaborative context is made possible by the transformation
of repeating
patterns of proximity/e~ploration
into a generalized mental representation.

physical

Particularly
important to conceptualizing the longitudinal
relation between early
socio-affective intcractiomll patterns and later personality profiles is Bowlby’s notion
of “internal working models” (1969, 1973, 1980, 19%). These mental rcprcscntations
constructed

by the individual

rctlect the history of interactional

patterns csperionccd by

the infant with the attachment figure. The internal working model of the infant-parent
rcl~ltionship will be formed out of a history of the infants’ actions and parental rcsponscs
to these initiations.
Thcsc moclcls may not only inftucncc espcctations and attitudes
concerning collaborations
with attachment figures but alSo those with other social
partners. At the stage of goal-corrected pnrtncrship,
insecurity in the attnchmcnt
relationship
bctwccn cart-giver and child is manifcstcrl through dcficicncics in the
and plans (Crittcnrlcn
& Ainsworth,
mutual comnlunicatictn of fwlings.
motivations.
1983). An cffcctivc g(~~1l-~~)rr~~t~~iI~~Irtrl~rst~il? (13owlby, 1969) rtquircs tht ability to
verbally ncgotiatc sharccf plans which may conflict with individual motives. Thus,
ilfftXtiVc self-rcgulativn
is intrinsically
linked to the rcI”cscntation~il
organization of
information

concerning the goal-directed intcractivc

lX!hilVior

of oncsclf and others.

It is at the phase of goal-corrcctccl partnarship that U~wlby’s dcvclopmcntal ideas
begin to most closely complcmont those of Vygotsky. Vygotsky did not ostcnsivcly
discuss the early infancy pcriotf. ccntcring his own work from the preschool period
onward (van dcr Veer, C! van fJzendoorn, 1985). Vygotsky’s studies (1978, I%-%) focused
strongly on the role of verbal communication in structuring

the child’s developing cognitive

processes although hc did not cluborate the specific inllucncc of the emotional context
of communicative cschangcs on cognitive dcvclopmcnt. Vygotsky, like Bowlby vicwcd
r~pr~s~nt~1tional and ~i)1tlIilurii~~1tive f~1i~~ti~)Iis as intertwined and SiIW the child’s early
constrt1~ti~)n of goals as an cSScntially intcrpcrsonal experience (Lee. 1977). According
to VygUtSliy,
HS linguistic functions mutirrc fucllcd by interactions
with the sociocultural cnvironmcnt.
thcrc is increasing diffcrcntiation
bctwccn the rcprcscntational
and interpersonal
functions of speech. By the preschool period, parental directives
which have been internalized by the young child are becoming manifest in social and
self-dircctcd speech. The dcvclopmcnt of more crtmplcx r~pr~s~lit~1ti~)n~11abilities is thus
directly related to language in two ways: by being able to dirtct one’s own activities
through self-regulating speech. and by bcncfitting from others’ language which structures
and directs thinking and concept formation proccsscs.
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Of equal interest

in constructin, 0 a theoretical

affective and cognitive interdependency
development.

This

t-1

at.
model of the relation

is Vygotsky’s

concept was introduced

between socio-

concept of the zone of proximal

by Vygotsky

as a descriptive

term marking

the emphasis on the study of emerging as opposed to already developed psychological
functions. On a theoretical level. this idea epitomized Vygotsky’s emphasis on the
central role of social mediation
a dialectical relation

in the construction

of cognitive functions.

between two states of mental organization-actual

He described

and potential-

mediated by the child’s transactions with the socio-cultural environment (Valsiner & van
der Veer. 1991). Vygotsky’s multidimensional
view of development outlined in his early
discussions of the developmental process (Vygotsky,
1933/1984) emphasizes qualitative
structural reorganizations
involving both phases of acquisition of new psychological
functions and periods during which earlier attainments are inhibited. As an intermediate
phase in this cycle of dialectical synthesis is a period when new organizations are nearing
formation

or consolidating.

effectively

related to the reorganization

As Moss has explained elsewhere (1992).

acquiring abilities

of cognitive resources may be developmentally

related to early patterns of care-giver-infant co-regulation. Taking the risk of letting go
of habitual patterns may depend on whether the child has come to expect that support
will be available for constructing
involved

social reactions

new strategies.

emphasizing

Former

the incompetence

interactive

intcrnalizcd.
resulting in anxious or avoidant child emotional
the activation of cognitively-reRcctivc
activity.
In summary,

consideration

of the similarities

experiences which

of the child may have been
rcsponscs which inhibit

bctwccn thcsc two modcis,

provides

a basis for conccptuaiizing the dcvciopmcntai interdcpcndcncy of socio-affective and
cognitive proccsscs. Fundamcntai to both thcorics is the idea of the gradual transfer of
social and cognitive functions

from the ir~~crpersorwl to the ir~trqwsmrd
plant through
a process of iI~tern~liizilti~~i1. Both emphasize that early pitttcrns of care-giver-child
co-re~lll~iti(~n ~trcJifttciirnlarrf~~l morielf for later cng~lgcrtlcr~t in c~~ii~~bor~~tivc
cntcrpriscs.
Finally

both thcrtrists

continuity

ctmccptualizc itlf~r~ffff r~l~rr~~enfrctiott.~
:IS ur~~icrlying dcvelopmentai

in the affective and cognitive domains. Both thcorics highlight the importance

of early adult-child

relationships in leading the young child towards greater affcctivo
Consideration of 13owil~y’s and Vygotsky’s perspectives
cognitive scif-rcguiation.
togcthcr suggest that early socio-affective cxpcricnccs may significantly color interactive
i1flC.l

learning, l~ccoming ii critical dctcrminant of later individual differences in metacognitivc
abilities. Intcrnaiizcd models of early mother-child
scaffolding contexts might then bc
cxpccted to inllucnce the child’s self-rcgufatory abilities and effectiveness in using peers
and adults as cognitive resources. As a consequence of those behavioral diffcrcnccs.
we might cxpcct to find differcnccs in Inet~~cognitive c~~n~p~~nents,both kn~~wle~fge
base and on-line strategies. which control the execution of procedures for engaging
in so~i~cliy-rnudiatcd learning and problem-solving.
ln contrast to the abundance of iitcraturc focusing on the infancy period, thcrc have
been few stud&
which compare joint probicm-solving
interactions of securely- and
insectlrely-;lttnchcd
preschoolers (de Ruitcr
C! van IJcndoorn,
this volume). AS a
result, we know almost nothing about how internalization
of functional or dysfunctional
early patterns of mother-child
coreguiation continues to inllucnce the dcvolopment of
socially-mcdintcd icarning beyond the toddler period. This study compares collaborative
styl~‘s of securely- and insccllreiy-~ittached mt)tllcr-child
dyacfs during the preschool

Atrachment

period-a
proximal

time

when

the learning

development.

opment

of basic metacognitive

We expected

would be more likely to model
participation;
(2) securely-attached

that:

(1) mothers

metacognitive
preschoolers

in the use of metacognitive

Attachment

skills enters

the zone of

of securely-attached

children

skilfs and encourage greater child
would show more advanced devel-

strategies during collaboration.

and Mother-Preschooler

In order to test our hypotheses concerning
development
mother-child
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Collaboration

the relation

between

attachment

and the

of metacognitive
strategies we observed the collaborative
styles of 37
dyads during a joint planning task. Subjects included I9 securely-attached

and IS insecurely-attached

preschoolers

(mean

child age = 42 months)

with 9 boys

in each group. Subjects were recruited through daycare centers servicing diverse SES
groups in the Montreal
francophone community
and were matched with respect to
maternal scolarity and famify revenue.
The mothers and children included in this sample were each scheduled

for a lab visit

which lasted approximately
2 hours. The procedure followed for the lab visit permitted
euch child to complete a collaborative problem-sofving
task with his own mother and a
second time with an unf~lrt?ili~lr female adult. In addition, each mother compfetcd the
/~~~fisii~~~ff~ic~~f~z~~f~f

(Waters

Q-serf

& Deane,

l9S5) during the Z-hour visit. The Q-Sort

was used to identify groups of children who diffcrcd on security scores according to Park
and Waters’ (1989) criteria. The application of thcsc cutoff points to our own sample
crcatcd a group of insecure children
snmplc.

that rcprcscntcd

approximately

35%

of the total

The collaborative tusk that WC USC~ WIIS adiIi?tcd
from a task u~cd by Mary Gauvain
Barbara Kogoff
with older children (1989). Our aditptcd version for younger
preschool-aged
chilclrcn was introduced
to the ~ldult-child dyad a~ it grocery store

and

game. They wcrc told that the goal of the task was the rctricval of a scrics of grocery
items prescntcd as a pictorial list (in the form of cards) provided by the cxpcrimcntcr.
The child was to make USC of a plastic figurine

to help him/her

rctricvc

the items. The

following rules wcrc cxpluincd to the dyad: (a) the tigurinc must cntcr through the
door, collect the grocery items and exit through the door; (b) the figurine must walk
along the aisles and not fly through the air; (c) once the figurine has located an item
on the list, it must bc stationed

in front of the item while the child places the item in

the basket; (d) the child, using the figurine, must take tho shortest route in order to
rctricvc the items on the list and (c) the child and mother may place the cards (list) in
any order they choose in order to help find the shortest route. Each dyad rcccived a
3-item list prcccdcd by a short (2-minute)
exploration
period. The grocery store task
was vi&o-taped

using

:I c;\ItIcr;I

placed

The grocery pl~~~~nin~task was co&d
dyadic
contests

interaction
interact

in lint
with

with
the

behind

both

our objcctivcs

lcvcl and types

II one-way

for cognitive
to itlcntify
of

cognitive

mirror.

and socio-affcctivc

how s<jcirt-ilffectivc
anti

nlctacognitivc

rtspccts

of

intcrporsonal
exchanges
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between

work

adult

Blicharski
object

child.

and

of Gauvain
(19%).

There

exploration.
specific

more

trained

These

and Rogoff

coding

(198Y).
1 global

are

metacognitive

subcategories.

observers

procedures

Matas,
categories

activity,

ranges

from

0.69

adapted

and Sroufe

from

the

(1978)

performance)

of the

to 0.73.

which

Cohen’s

Definitions’

and

co-ordination,

are

subdivided

Kappa

coefficient

of

codes

the

previous

and Moss

of codes (sock-affective

and

Computation

were

Arend.

into

between

are

provided

below:
Socio-nffecfirqe
positive
behaviors
yet

which

involved

(e.g..

Negtfilx,

performance,

or

takes

or

route

to

to orient

Orietrfitrg

the

look!“).

on

Posifive

uffccf

and

an

expressions
include

exptmsiotu

and

expressions

avoid

drawing

of

attention

that

includes

he

or

approval

of

joy

or

disapproval

simple

she
of

desire

of

(e.g.,

and (2)

includes

rrffetrfiotl

activity

avoidance

near

partner’s

pcrrfner’s

partner

suggestion

aJjkfI’~~e

suggestions

another

focus

“Hey.

(e.g.,

(1) attempts

behaviors.

to

performance.

hugs).

and

affective

attempt

in

task

person,

includes

co-ordinafiorz

and negative

for

person.

deliberately

to the mother),

aggression,

of object-focused

behavior

not

contact

partner’s

child

is

partner’s

stops

annoyance

or discontent.
Objccf

codes include

c.rplorrrfion

sophisticalion:
Iabclling.

or pcrccptuat

involving

categorical

behaviors
include
size

which

Ampoo

for

washing

undcrlinc
cold

sroccry

“Lct’S

or

hair”).
links

availat~tc

bctwccn

or

involve

subgoals.

physical

and

their

and

objects

or

rcsoilrccs

nonverbal

sensory

attributes
use

cxchangcs

cvcnts

(c.g..

arc

(e.g..

“The

(c.g.,

of’ il~t’orl~~atiol~

“The

(e.g.,

“Tticrc

object

tkscrip fiotis

Vcrhtrl

il~strumcl~tal

clte.s include

C‘r,trfcrflrtrl

material

this

lo a context

by saying

“This

model

behaviors

i’lrrtrtritrg
through

predicting
cards

the
to

tvdlrrtfittg

checking.

of available
of the pitc

the store.
hc

conscqucnccS

says.

and

no

popsick

goes

t~alianas

in

t tic

determining

of

these

or

task

constraints.

found

For

to Statcmcnts
ongoing
For

one item,

included

the location

one
or

example,

which

cxamplc,

iIn

WC go
contain
cxccutcd

mother

puts

arc two Icft.”

in our
children

are discussions
objects

division
adult

gut

information

a card

and

Of labor.

shows

lirst?”

activities

and

of the grocery

of task-specific

cXilnlplC.

should

fhe

an aspect

to their

lllilll~lgcnlCllt,

already

thcrc

f-or
task

subgoals

before

relating

to Icave by the door

rcsourcc

plans.

“Which

asks,

task.
store

planning,
task

occur

to specifically

” Also

store.

of

which

the actual

need

definition.

idcntilication

the grocery

corner

of items.

cVillll~ltillg

“Wc’vc

preceding

(“YOU

correspond

tdrrrriors
rcsourccs

our

rules

include

and

or

(probtcm

elaborations

rcfcrs

introduced

ordering

ordcrcd

controlling

and

of,

like

to task

and

Elaboration

often

is just

skills

involves

de/ittifiott
goals,

action.

outside

rcliltcd

mclacognitivc

ilcln”),

mothers

task,

demonstrations
routes

up

I’our

I’rottlettr

of the dcsignatcd
store

store”).

ilicludcs

evaluation).

pick

of the task
grocery

trtd

your

rrcfir,ify

and

cxccution

illId

objects.

sound)

goals

aimed at

object descriptions

store”).

Mrfrrt.o~~trilir~e

sonic

naming
smell,

contcxtu;ll

things”)

monitoring.
(c.g.,

task

concerning
tcxturc.

(3) contextual

rtlcrtriltlt/trfirttI.v

to specific

of increasing

(2) verbal descriptions

cut-highlighting.

NotrSO(tI-orictrft’d

unrclatctl

colour.

is

which
with

relations.

arc

levels

object manipulation.

and functional

vcrt~alizatiol~s
shape.

.

three

(1) nongoal-oriented

the child

Motiiforitrg
rctatcd

to

ils il function
on th2

bottom

Dyadic performance
transgressing

w;1s evaluated

any rules (ranging

from

as the

of

number

items

picked

up

without

0 to 3).

Comptrrison of Secure and Insecure Dytrdic Activit?
In comparing
we first looked

collaborative
at the overall

dyadic activity
of the secure and insecure preschoolers,
frequency
of mother and child activity
for each group.

As illustrated
in Figure 3.1. insecure children,
as well as their mothers.
are generally
more active (both Fs(2,34)=4.8,
psc.02)
than are the secure dyads. Specifically,
the
frequency

of nonverbal

behavior

is higher

for insecure

children

(F( 1.35)=9.1.

p<.Ol)

while their mothers are both verbally
and nonverbally
more active (both Fs( 1.35)>6.0,
ps<.O2).
However.
when we look at the proportion
of child behavior
that is pertinent
to the task we see that secure children have a significantly
higher level (f(24.6) = -2.4,
p<.O3)

of task-relevant

activity

than do their

insecure

peers (see Figure

that the insecure dyads’ higher rate of activity
is not
further
shown by the fact that groups do not differ
(t(35)=

1.2, p>. IO).

Both

succeeded

in correctly

gathering

number of items (about 1 out of 3).
In our next analysts.
we looked more specifically
and child activity
in each category.
Starting with
no evidence

(Erickson,

like

L! Egcland,

& Pancake,

more

we would

The fact

approximately

the

same

at the particular
content of maternal
interpersonal
co-ordination,
there is

mothers
or children
differ in the rclativc
t’rcquc~lcy of positive
or
attention
(both Fs(3,33)< I .O).
expressed or in orienting
their partners’
these results SCCIII to contlict with those of other attachment
rcscarchcrs

Sroufc,
Fox,

generally

3.2).

task performance
is
performance
scores

that

negative affect
At first glance,
Sroufc,

enhancing
in overall

affectively
to point

IWS; Main.

1953) who
positive
out

that

gCllL!lXllyUSctl in ~Itt~IChIllcIlt

have

Kaplan,
found

& Cassidy
that

and less ncgiltivc

than

the task we arc using

XsciIKfl

aIld

l~IUbilt>ly

. IOXS; Matas et (I/., 1078;

interactions

of sccurc

I~OSL‘ of insccuros.

is more

structured

dyads

are

However,
than

those

CIOCS

Ilot elicit too IllilIly purely
iIffCCtiVC inlcrchangcs.
‘I’hc lack of cliffcrcnccs
bctwccn
mothers
and children
in the
orienting
category sf~o~~lcl lx intcrprctcd
in light of the signilicant
differences
in their

0 Nonverbal behavior
q Verbal behavior

SCClWC

child
f3gurc 3.

1, Frcqucncics

Insecure
child

Secure
mother

Insecure
mother

of vcrhxl :md nonvcrhal hchaviors for mother and child a> II functicm of attachment.
l‘hcsc frqucncics
do noI inclutlc task pcrform;mcc.
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Figure 3.2. The prupurtiun

IarCCWC

of child task relevant

behavior

as a function

of attachment

proportion of task relevant behaviors. Even though the activity of insecure children is
less pertinent to the task, their mothers do not attempt to compensate by orienting them
more. Similarly,

insecure children do not solicit mother’s attention more frequently

than

do their secure peers. even though such efforts might increase task effectiveness.
Our next analyses compared the proportion of object-oriented behavior used by both
groups. Mothers
about

10%

are much less involved with exploring

of their

total

behavior

relates

to this

objects than their children

category compared with

children’s).
There are no significant diffcrcnccs between maternal groups
this kind of behavior. On the other hand, object exploration
represents
grcatcst

component

to be a zone

of child

of consolidated

activity.
i1S

In

Vygotskian

opposed

terms,

to proximal

this

(only

40%

of

rclatcd to
the single

can be considered

dcvclopmcnt,

rcfcrring

to

already-acquired skills
that arc no longer dcpcndcnt on interpersonal
regulation. As
dcmonstratcd in Figure 3.3, there is consiclcrablc hctcrogcncity in the exploration styles
which have cmcrgcd in the behavioral rcpcrtoirc of secure and insecure children. As
noted earlier, our coding system describes three lcvcls of object-oriented
behavior
ranging from the simplest
highlighting which involves

object manipulations
with no apparent goal to contextual
the recognition of categorical relations. In order to test the

existence of ;I linear relationship with rcspcct to child use of more complex exploratory
strategies and for group diffcrcnccs in the nature of this relationship,
a trend analysis
was performed. Results
rcvcalcd a significant group X linear interaction (F( I ,35) =
5.6, p<.O3). As illustrated
in Figure 3.3, secure children arc more likely to reduce
the proportion of their object behavior in the lower categories while investing in the
more sophisticated contextual kind of exploration.
By comparison, insecure children
have a higher proportion of their behavior in the less sophisticated categories with a
linear decrease in more complex exploratory behavior.
Finally, we compared the use of metacognitivc strategies as a function of attachment.
Mothers did not differ with rcspcct to the proportion of their overall
mctacognitive
behavior nor with respect to use of specific strategies (definition, planning, monitoring
evaluation). However, examination of the proportion of maternal mctacognitivc activity
exprcsscd verbally (cf. Table 3.1) revealed that mothers of sccurc preschoolers were
higher (F(3,33)
= 3.7, p<.O3) particularly
with rcspcct to monitoring and evaluation
of child activity (I;( 1.35) = 4.9, /><.O-i). The same series of analysts of child behavior

Attxhmcnt

und Cogition

w
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-0

0-o

Insecure

secure

01
Object
manipulation
Figure

3.3. The proportion

Proportion

of child behavior within

of Mother

Verbal object
focus
object exploration

Table 3.1
and Child Metacognitive Strategies
Total

Category
iClorlter
Detinition
Planning
Monitoring/
cwluation

Group

Secure
Insecure
Sccurc
Insccurc
Sccurc
Iriwcurc

MCWl

.I6
.I8
.0X
.Oh
.?I
.3I

behavior
(S.D.)

(45)
(.OS)
(.05)
(46)

Contextual
CUCS

category ;1s A function

x+ ii Function

of attachment.

of Attachment
Verbal
Mean

.97

I .oo

behavior
(S.D.)

(47)

(SH))

.8R
.70

(.‘3)

(.OS)

.“).s

(.OO)

.x0

I:;:;;
(.15)’

(‘11iltl
Definition
I’l;inning
Monitoring/
evalu;ltion

Sccurc

.0x

(.OS)

Insccurc

.().‘I

Sccurc
Inxcurc
Sccurc
Inwzuro

IO
:I3
.I4

(.07)
(.W)

,07

I::,:;
&,t

‘/’ < .05; t/J < .o I,

showed significant group differences with respect to USC of component strategies (F(3,33)
= 3.0, ~K.M).
Secure children used a higher proportion of monitoring and evaluation
(F(1,3.5) = 8.1, p<.Ol).
Secure and insecure children expressed a similar proportion
of verbal metacognitive strategies. In summary,
mothers do not show major group
differences in the kind of mctacognitive strategies they use or in the proportion of their
overall activity allocated to these activities. Both groups of mothers allocate about the
largest proportion of their behavior to problem definition, planning and monitoring and
evaluating their children’s task performance. However, the modality of expression of
these stratcgics differs significantly.
Mothers of secure children use a larger proportion
of verbal regulation than do mothers of insccurcs. This is particularly
true for their
monitoring
and evaluation of child behavior. A comparison of child activity shows
parallel results since sccurc children display grcatcr self-monitoring
and evaluation.
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Role

of Attachment

in the Development
and Empirical
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the beginning
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Bowlby’s
for
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I9S-l).
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to ceding

In order
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reorganization

~52Colt,

in facilitating
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process
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sensitivity

is

to
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process.

goals
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problem-solving

the co-constructive

view,

involves

of difficult
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security
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his own situational

of the cxl’crt

in adjusting

Icvcl.
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entails
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of the interaction
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which
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a shared
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of

and Ilcsibly

respond

adopting

application
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the lcvcl ofcognitivc
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ow11 action pattern to a shared

one’s

in adjusting
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of action.
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;I single
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of the situation.
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article
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this
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and Cognition

appear to be as task-centered

children as evidenced by their similar

proportion

as are mothers

of secure

of metacognitive activity. On the other

hand, secure dyads seem to achieve co-construction more efficiently in that the children
emit more behaviors in line with the task goal and dyadic activity is characterized by
greater economy of activity. It is possible that secure childrens’ higher proportion
of task-pertinent
behavior simply reflects greater compliance with maternal directives
rather

than real sharing

in a common goal. However,

the fact that secure children

also play a greater role in monitoring
task execution argues against such a purely
behavioral interpretation
in favor of a more cognitive one, emphasizing their greater
skill in negotiating a joint task.
With regard to the comparison of scaffolding styles, although mothers used a similar
proportion of supervision,
the greater emphasis on verbal as opposed to nonverbal
expression shown by mothers of the secure group has considerable implication for
the development of both child understanding
and motivation.
Both Bowlby and
Vygotsky view verbal mediation as a key element in the transfer of functions from
the interpersonal to the intrapersonal plane. Both affective and cognitive self-regulation
are intrinsically
linked to the representational
organization of information concerning
the goal-directed interactive behavior of oneself and others. By pointing out to the
child that his ongoing activity is facilitating or interfering
with goal attainment using
monitoring and evaluative statements or questions (e.g., “Is that the item we arc looking
for?“)

rather than nonverbal

gcsturcs

(e.g.,

moving the child’s hand away from items

not on the list), the child’s own processing and organization of relevant information
has pointed out,
is cnhnnccd to a much grcatcr degree. Moreover. as Wood (I%#)
children who have cxpcricnccd reciprocal and cognitively-engaging
instruction arc far
more motivated to tilkC a mot-c ilCtiVC
role in facilitating their own Icarning than arc
children

who have been cxposccl to teaching methods which do not allow the child to

cxprcss compctc~lcc.
Our results show thilt sccurc prcschoolcrs i1tX more compctcnt in self-monitoring
by
age 3-4. They more adequitfcly evaluate ongoing or already cxccutcd team activities ils
;I function of available rcsourccs such as time and materials or as a function of task
constraints.
The most common examples of child self-monitoring
that were obscrvcd
involved

repetition

of rules and subgoals while cxccuting steps of the task (e.g., child

reminds himself not to fly over grocery store rows while rcpcating, “Walk, walk” as
he displaces the figurine). They arc beginning to be involved in checking or controlling
what hiIs already been done, what is actually being done and what has to be done
child takes a card illustrating
a11
item that has just been found and puts it
(Lg.,
aside). Secure children’s sharing of mctacognitivc responsibility
appears to facilitate
both more cfficicnt progress in the pursuit of task objcctivcs as well as child mastcry
of fundamental

collaborative

skills.

Consideration of this question ncccssitatcs posing three subquestions: (I) What dyadic
patterns may have developmentally
led to those we arc observing at the preschool
period? (3) Within
the preschool period. to what dcgrcc should WC cxpcct cross-
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situational consistency? (3) What models for later collaboration
from these preschool patterns?

are likely to emerge

Armxrrler~rs of prrsclrool niorhrr-child potterns

Earlier we discussed the patterns of negative reciprocity and dyssynchrony that have
been observed to characterize the behavior of mothers and insecure children during
the toddler period. Several studies have also shown that these dysfunctional patterns
interfere with reciprocal task engagement. Although in this study we did not observe a
higher proportion of negative affective exchanges for insecure dyads, there was a notable
dyssynchrony with respect to mothers and children’s task-pertinent behavior. The notion
of internalization according to Bowlby and Vygotsky suggests that the affective patterns
which were present on an interpersonal plane during a former developmental period
may continue to interfere with later activity through internal mediation. The child may
have internalized former mother-child interactive patterns and constructed an internal
working model which guides subsequent collaborative behavior with the attachment
figure. For example. the direct opposition manifested by younger insecure children
may have been replaced by more socially-mature, indirect object-mediated resistance.
In other words, although mothers did not differ with respect to the kind of information
they communicated regarding the task. insecure children’s activity was less on-task.
Instead of affectively and openiy refusing to collaborate, opposition may now involve
focusing away from miltcrTml
goals to an alternate activity such as simply manipulating
task objects without complying with matermu directives aimed at using them effectively
in the task.

In a rcccnt study (Parent, Gossclin, & Moss, 1992) WC:compared the collaborative
styles manifcstcd by sccurc and insecure prcschooiers on the grocery store task described
hctc with two diffcrcnt partners: their own mother and a strange woman who was also
the mother of a preschool-aged child. Our objective was to investigate the extent to
which ~lttachmcnt affects both the nature of the child’s shared mctacognitivc experiences
with the primary cart-giver as wcfl as with new social partners. WC observed a consistent
pattorn which charactcrizcd dyads including an insecure child. Both the proportion of
child task-irrelevant behavior and the level of adult activity were higher, suggesting
that the difficult& that seem to characterize insecure children’s co-construction arc
not specific to the mother-child relationship. In fact, although the overall behavioral
profile of both secure and insecure children was similar with the stranger, thcrc was a
marked discrepancy in their pcrformancc results. Whereas secure children performed
bcttcr when they did the task a second time with the stranger. insccurc children’s
problem-solving pcrformancc deteriorated in spite of the fact that they had already
practiced the same task with their mother. This deterioration was all the more striking
given the fact that thcro were no significant differences in pcrformancc results for the
nlothcr-child context. Thus, the collaborative style of secure children with their mothers
appears to bcttcr prepare them for further joint activities. Furthernlore, secure children
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consistently

showed a higher proportion
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of task monitoring

and evaluation

These results provide further evidence for the idea that secure children’s
task-focused

behavior

does not simply reflect greater compliance

activities.

higher level of

with adult directives.

Rather, internalization
of early patterns of co-regulation
appears to contribute
development of collaborative skills which can be cross-contextually
applied.

Developmental
In order

sequelae

to predict

of preschool
what models

to the

patterns
for later collaboration

are likely

to emerge

from

these observed preschool patterns, it is necessary to consider the nature of the internal
working models the insecure preschoolers are developing.
Just as early patterns of
negative

reciprocity

developmentally

gave way to more

object-mediated

resistance,

this preschool pattern may in turn be transformed
by the school-age period. As we
discussed earlier, the dyssynchrony in sharing of dyadic responsibility for task regulation
seems to be a consequence of insecure dyads’ ineffectiveness
in defining a common
goal. lntcrnalization
of this interactive pattern where the adult is overly involved in
task control

creates particular

expectations

for teacher-child

functioning

in the school

context. At the outset, the insecure child is less likely to view the relation between
the teacher and himself as an active learning partnership.
When the teacher’s goal
goes against the child’s own short-term interest, the latter is less likely to adapt his
own objcctivcs accordingly. As a consequence, the child is less likely to benefit from
teacher scaffolding, cvcntually anticipate tcachcr cxpcctations and progressively acquire
the ability to self-rcgulatc
his learning activities. According
to Mcichcnbaum,
and
Bicmillcr

(1990).

a child who shows a self-regulatory

is likely to bc pcrccivcd

dcficicncy

by tcachcrs as less compctcnt

in his classroom profile

and is given fcwcr opportunities

to display autonomy and ovcrcomc this deficit. With continued cxpcricncc in the school
context. insecure children may dcvclop more serious self-monitoring
d&its
which
incrcasc their dcpcndcncy on adult directives, limit cffcctivc peer collaboration
and,
in turn, rcducc opportunities
for the further dcvclopmcnt of intcrpcrsonal negotiation
and self-regulatory skills.

Tire Me&ring
As discussed
rcprescntational

Role of l~lterrd

Kepresentrrtion

iIt Developmental

Continuity

above, both Bowlby and Vygotsky emphasized
the importance
mediation
in development.
The former introduced
the concept

of
of

internal working models which reflected dynamic internalized
representations
of the
infant’s relationship with attachment figures. Vygotsky identified internalized language
as a cognitive

tool which structures thinking

and regulates action. One of the strengths

of Bowlby’s original idea was that the self is represented in interaction with others. As
Brctherton (198.5) has explained, although concepts of self and others are progressively
differentiated
from intcrnalizcd features of relationships, they remain connected even in
adult models. Thus self-concept is never to be viewed as a totally individual construct
but as a relational one necessarily bound up with one’s perception of others’ view of
the self.

Main (1991) has recently suggested that the attentional

resources of insecure children

are so devoted to monitoring the accessibility of attachment figures that little is left
for exploratory purposes, including monitoring of cognitive processes. This explanation
is consistent

with

Lefebvre-Pinard

current

models

&I Pinard.

of metacognitive

1985;

Pressley.

functioning

Borkowski.

&

(e.g.,

Flavell,

Schneider,

1987;

1987) which

view attentional resources as limited and subject to the competing demands of affective,
cognitive and self-regulatory processes. However, a social constructivist view of cognitive
development

such as the Vygotskian

framework

suggests a more direct relationship

between the quality of attachment and the development of cognitive and metacognitive
abilities. Accordingly, the emergence of metacognitive functions in children depends on
how social interaction helps to mediate and organize the young child’s representational
processes. These shared metacognitive experiences, in essence, are hypothesized to
create and support the development of an internal working model allowing the child
to later direct his/her own cognitive activities through self-regulating
speech. This
Vygotskian

perspective of the internal

of mctacognitivc abilities
models as intcrdcpcndcnt

working

model’s intluence on the development

allows us to view the social and cognitive
rather than separate components.

Although it is widely ncccptcd that internalized
period guide toddler exploratory
patterns,
littlc

aspects of these

interactive patterns of the infancy
thought has been given to how

intcrnalizcd models of the toddler pcriocl might influcncc preschool cognitive functioning
and preschool models, in turn, school-age patterns. Although our carlicst representation
of the internal
it is probable

which

working
that

aIs0 contribute

proximal

tlcvclopmcnt.

self-rcgulalccl

~noclcl

there

Iearners

miIy

continue to exert

arc important

to the clcvclopmcnt
For
;Is

~XilIll~~lL!,

those

who

influence

rlcvclopmcntal
Corn0

of
iind

functions

which

f<ohrkcmpcr

can intentionally

arc in

(1985)

filClOI?i

in Icarning

situations

models

the\ zone

have

illld

of

described

the

and improve that dccpcning

An csscntial componcnl of these transforn~ational
iIlHucIltiiIl

the lifespiin,
in these

“ctccpcn and manipulate

associative network in a particular content arca and monitor
process” (p.69).
to COllCCplllilliZC

throughout

tri~nsfor~nations

proccsscs is learning
social resources

to USC the

available to accomplish ohjcctivcs. ‘I‘hc joint cxpcricnccs in activity monitoring cngagcd
in by sccurc chilclrcn and
their mothers involves the early practice of thcsc skills on
an intcrpcrsonal
plant.
Through
thcsc cxpcricnccs. sccurc children may not only
tlcvclop lhcir nictacognilivc compctcncics but also come to attribute grCiltCr
cfficicncy
to thcmsclvcs as self-rcgulatcd tcarncrs.
It is also important to identify factors which might influcncc diffcrcnt
The way in which the child dcmonstratcs
carlicr

his ability to indcpcndcntly

maternal styles.

use acquisitions

of

pcriocls is an important

clue to the adult about how quickly to progress within
this zone of proximal clcvclopmcnt. Thus, the achicvcmcnt of mctacognitivc lcvcls of
cxchangc illso clcpcncls on the child’s grcatcr cognitive llcxibility in combining verbal
rcprcsentations,
rcdirccting attention and transforming
the situation definition. Sccurc
children who arc more ildvanccd in the acquisition of verbal object exploratory skills by
the preschool period arc more suitilble as partners for mctacognitive
verbal exchanges in
which verbal skills arc the tools for creating
new combinations
of strategies.
Moreover,
sccurc childrun’s more advanced skill in relating
several
objects means that mothers
c;In more easily shift the dialogue to a more supcrordinutc
level. Finally,
the general
enthusiasm

for

joint

cognitive

enterprises

evidenced

by secure

children’s

more

task-
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oriented
profile shows their acceptance
of mother’s guiding role in facilitating
their
acquisition
of difficult metacognitive
strategies.
In conclusion,
in contrast to the more common
view of cognitive mediators
which
develop primarily within the individual.
this “co-constructive
organizational”
model sees
social interactive
abilities and the development
of cognitive functions in a continuous
reciprocal
feedback
loop. In as much as internal
working models can benefit from
continued
social input through self-monitoring
functions which monitor the concordance
and discrepancy
of incoming information,
metacognitive
abilities can be seen as not only
emerging
from social interaction
but continuing
to develop within social interactions
throughout
the lifespan.
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Introduction
The

attachment

relationship

bctwccn children

and parents

(or other

cart-givers)

is

dcfincd as a rclativcly enduring, affcctivc relationship between a child and one or more
adults with whom h&he
regularly interacts. From a sccurc attachment relationship
children dcrivc ;I feeling of trust in their social environment. cspccially in their parents,
as well as trust

in their own ability

to influcncc

this cnvironmcnt

(Brcthcrton.

19x5).

From the safety of a sccurc attachment relationship,
the children arc assumed to
explore unknown aspects of their cnvironmcnt
(such as written mntcrial) with more
confidcncc and less anxiety.

Feelings

of trust

also imply

that the iltt:lchmcnt

figure

is it more effective “tcachcr” of the child. Sccurc children arc more inclined to trust
their attachment figure when being taught useful and pleasant subjects. The attiichmcnt
figure is also able to instruct the child somewhat more easily bccausc hc/shc knows
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grant from the Ncthcrland~ Organization
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05.55. NL-300
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exactly how to deal with the child’s signals of anxiety or curiosity. If the relationship
with
the parent is an anxious one, children are less able to trust their care-giver as a teacher,
and because of their fixation on the attachment
figure (they want to be close to their
attachment
figure but are not able to derive security feelings from their relationship),
they are blocked in their exploration
of the environment
(Ainsworth.
Blehar. Waters.
& Wall, 1978).
The emergence
of literacy has been linked to the preschooler’s
experiences
with
written language
in daily life. In our Western
society the environment
of children
abounds
with written material on sweets, T-shirts, sodas, food, etc. Even during the
infancy and preschool
years, many children
have a number
of books, that parents
or older siblings read to them. In popular T.V. programs
such as Sesame Street a
lot of attention
is paid to aspects of written language
development.
It is assumed
that conceptual
knowledge
of written language
develops
as a result of attempts
at
interpreting
written
material
in daily life, with or without
the assistance
of adults
(Sulzby & Teale, 1987). Several studies have shown that components
of written language
competence
are already available during the period in which children do not yet know
how to read and write conventionally
(Bus, 1986; 1990b; Ferreiro & Teberosky,
1952;
Sulzby, 19S5).
Because written
language
can be found almost everywhere,
there may be some
doubt as to whether
differences
in knowledge
are only related
to differences
in
material
conditions,
such as the number
of booklets
available.
An environment
in
which written language
is abundant,
dots not appear to bc a guarantee
for a child’s
acquisition
of new knowlcdgc.
Ethnographic
studies have made it plausible
that the
cffccts of written
language
cxpcricnccs
dcpcnd
to some cxtcnt on the support of
adults (Heath,
1982). Children
have to bc actively involved
in attempts
to make
scnsc of written language
and adults have to assist them adcquatcly.
In accordance
with attachment
theory the affcctivc bond may dotcrminc
the quality and quantity of
instructive
interactions
bctwcen parents and children.
In the following paragraphs,
the
relation bctwccn early reading dcvelopmcnt,
parent-child
interactions
around written
material,
and the affcctivc bond bctwecn parent and child is cxplorcd on the basis of
our studies on that issue.

Attachment

and Exploration

In attachment
theory, differences
in exploratory
behavior as well as differences
in
adequacy of instructive
interactions
are supposed to be related to the child’s feelings of
trust in its parents. In this respect, the so-called “Strange Situation”
procedure revealed
clear differences
between children.
During this procedure,
l-2 year old children are
separated
from their parent (or other care-giver)
for a few minutes. They stay behind
with an unknown
person in an unknown
laboratory
playroom.
The children’s reaction
to the reunion with the parent is closely observed.
Many children feel uncomfortable
in
this stressful situation,
including many securely attached children. but after reunion the
latter children quickly feel at ease again and use their parent as a secure base to explore
the environment.
Anxiously
attached children, however, seem to have little trust in the
availability
of their parent in stressful circumstances
and after reunion they remain alert
to further separations
from their attachment
figure. They hardly pay any attention to the
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environment (the “resistant” type of anxious attachment), or they seem to be focused on
the play material but are playing in a stereotyped and superficial way (the A or avoidant
type of anxious attachment) (Ainsworth et al., 1978).
In a longitudinal study (Bus & van IJzendoorn, f988a), we studied the effects of these
relation characteristics on the development of written language. Mothers of five-yearold children who were observed in the Strange Situation procedure at the age of two,
completed a questionnaire on the emergent literacy of their children. Besides questions
about knowledge of written language (“How many fetters does your child try to write?“;
“How many words is he able to write”) and questions about activities at home (“Does
your child subscribe to a children’s magazine?“; “Does your child visit a library?“). the
questionnaire also contains questions about exploratory behavior (“Does your child
name fetters during play?“; “Does your child ask you to read words?“; “Does your
child write fetters in drawings?“).
We did not find differences in the kind of activities at home between securely and
anxiously attached children. The questions about knowledge of written language did
also not differentiate between the two groups. But the securely attached children
appeared to show more interest in written language. They were more curious and
eager to know more about this strange aspect of their environment. This study therefore
supports the hypothesis that the quality of the attachment relationship between mother
and child influences the exploratory behavior of the child. In contrast, the exploratory
behavior did not result in differences in written language competence. A possibfc
explanation is that the mothers themselves were asked to indicate what knowfcdgc about
written language the child possessed. WC may question the validity of the instruments
used in this study. Although a pilot study showed the outcome of the questionnaire
to bc related to observational data, this instrument might bc fess adcquatc to monitor
individual diffcrcnccs. However, we found thcso results to bc promising enough to
continue in this direction.
In subsequent studies. WC focused on the process of interaction bctwccn parent and
child during reading-fikc activities. An important point of rcscarch in the home is that
literacy events occur in many forms other than parental bookrcading (Teafc, 1986).
Mason and Allen (f986), however, suggest that these literacy events are not as beneficial
to the child as bookreading is. Because in most Dutch families reading to children is a
daily activity, we have studied this activity more intensively. The follow-up studies focus
on mothers reading to their children, not because we doubt the fathers’ role in emergent
literacy but because it requires separate studies to uncover and describe this role more
precisely.

Reading Simple Books to l’/z-, 3’/2- and SVZ-Year-Ofds
Interactive reading is necessary to help children understand the story (Teale, 1981).
From a cultural-historical
perspective, adults create a zone of proximal development
during storybook reading (Peffegrini, Brody, & Sigef, 1985). The adult tries to evaluate
what children do not yet understand and adapts his/her assistance accordingly. This idea
implies that older and more competent children will be read to in a different way than
younger and fess competent children. A cross-sectional study on I’&, 3r/z- and .5i/z-yearofds provided some support for this hypothesis (Bus & van IJzcndoorn, 198Sb). In this
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study. all mothers read to their children from two different booklets.
Because of the
youngest group we chose booklets with a very simple plot. The first one was a book
with letters of the alphabet and corresponding
illustrations.
The second book was a story
about a mother dog looking everywhere
in the house to find her puppy Spot. In looking
behind flap-overs the children can decide themselves
whether Spot is under the table,
in the drawer, or somewhere
else. In addition,
the 3V2- and 5’/2-year-olds completed
a
number of emergent
literacy tests.
Dependent
upon age and competence
the interactions
during reading were found to
differ. We discriminated
between discussions focused on the meaning of an illustration
or text fragment or discussions focused on formal aspects of written language such as the
relation between letters and sound, word identification,
letter naming and the spelling
of words. This study appeared to indicate that older and more competent
children pay
increasing attention
to formal characteristics
of written language, whereas the meaning
of illustration
or text fragments became less central. This result suggests that new aspects
of written language conic into focus as soon as the more basic aspects can be understood
without assistance.
The choice of components
of the reading process that are practised does not only
dcpcnd on the developmental
stage, but also on the book characteristics. Spot, for
example. provoked less proto-reading
than the letter book. Further studies of different
kinds of books might bc helpful in explaining diffcrcnt components
of emergent literacy.
The reading process may not only depend on the way in which mothers succeed in
adcquatcly
tuning in to the child’s knowlcdgc lcvcl but also on the child’s willingness
to coopcratc.
In gcncral.
anxiously attached childron appear to bc less enthusiastic
and curious in difficult task settings (Matas,
Arcnd,
C! Sroufc, 1078) and they arc
Icss coopcrativc and obcdicnt to adults (Bates, Maslin, cUrFrankcl, 1985). TO dctcrminc
security
of attachment,
the I Vz-year-olds wcrc obscrvcd in the Strange Situation
proccdurc. The 3’/2-year-olds and the 5’/~-year-olds wcrc scparatcd from their mothers
for about an hour during which they complctcd some tests. The reunion between mother
and child was scored on a three-point
(Main,

Kaplan.

WC found

security scale dcrivcd from Main’s

security

scale

& Cassidy,

a strong

1985).
rctation bctwccn

security

and number of prohlcmatic

interactions

during the reading sessions. Children who were more anxiously attached appeared to
bc more easily distracted during reading and their mothers had to discipline them more
often to recall their attention to the booklets. The study also demonstrated that mothers
of sccurcly attached children arc able to demand more from thcsc children, probably
hccausc thcsc children have more trust in their car-c-giver and in thcmsclvcs during
difficult or stressful situations.
Compared to anxiously attached dyads, mothers of
sccurc children paid less attention to illustrations and more to the formal characteristics
of written

language.

Reading

a Complex

Story to Three-Year-Olds

The sclcction of appropriate words as well as the way in which a written story is being
told is diffcrcnt from oral language (Olson, 1977). Whcrcas verbal interaction
is strongly
dcpcndcnt
on the physical, linguistic and paralinguistic context, the rcadcr/listcncr has
to dcrivc contcxtunl information
from the text itself. Bccausc young children arc not
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used to written language, it is mostly not sufficient for parents to read just the literal
text. Before children themselves are able to understand a text they need support during
storybook

reading

which,

however,

we expect to differ according

to children’s

former

experiences with storybook reading. In a follow-up study (Bus & van IJzendoorn,
1992) we explored individual variations in reading a complex story to three-year-olds.
To get an idea of the effect

of children’s

past experience

attempts to make a complex story understandable

with

reading

to three-year-olds

on mothers’

we compared

dyads

strongly differing in past reading experience.
If children acquire general knowledge
about the vocabulary and narrative structure of a story the mothers’ support will
differ as a function of past experience. The differences might be helpful in explaining
which learning processes occur. During a session at our laboratory the mothers read
to their children from a new book in which all elements of a complete story were
available (Stein 9r Glenn. 1979). We intentionally
selected a story that was hard to
understand for most three-year-olds.
From earlier studies it is apparent that simple
stories provoke very few explanations even from high SES mothers (cf. Pellegrini ef
nl., 1985).

In coding the reading sessions we focused exclusively on verbal interactions

during reading; modifications of the text were excluded from the analyses.
The study supports the hypothesis that ;I child’s past expcricnce with reading decreases
the need for assistance by the mother in reading a new book. Mothers of children with
infrequent reading experience have to focus their child’s attention on the task more
oftcn. Incxpcricnccd
dyads also communicate more ab<>ut the content of the story: the
mothers proviclc more explanations
and interact more often with their child. Thcsc
results show that cxpericnced
children arc less liable to hc distracted and that they
need less support to be ahlc to make rclcvrtnt conclusions and associations. Howcvcr,
frcqucnt

cxpcricncc

with

being read to did not load to it tliffcrcnt

kind of maternal

instructi~~n: all mctthcrs not only try to stimulntc labclling and &scribing,
but also to
explain complex and implicit relations in the text. It thcrcforc appears that most thrccyCilr_oldS arc able to undcrst;!ntl

a complex

story

illld

Ihat

rcatling cxporicncc

Icads to

a bcttcr unclcrstancling of the vocabulary and narrative structure of stories in gcncral.
Analysts of chiltlrcn’s recall protocols may further specify what children retain from
storybook reading sessions as dcscribcd hcrc.
The main purpose of the prcscnt study was to cxatttinc diffcrcnccs in the ways
in which parents mcdiatc a text when rending a new story to three-year-olds. Diffcrcnces
in style of reading may bc rcliltcd to the socio-economic status of the families. Scvcral
stud&s (Heath.
10%; Ninio, I9SO) suggest that lower class mothers have a diffcrcnt
style of intcnrcting
with their children than micitllc class mothers and that thcsc
diffcrcnccs explain why middle class children arc gcncrally so much more c~~~lp~t~~~t
at
the beginning of clcmcntary
school than low SES children. Howcvcr, comparing
frcqucntly reading dyads from a low and a high SES did not rcvcal any diffcrcnccs in
troublcsomc interactions, the numbor of explanations by the mother, the interactions
bctwccn

mother

and child,

or in the level of demands by the mother.

WC cannot

cxcludc the possibility that the way the task was structured by the material used may
have masked any SES-rclatcd differences in instruction. The com~iici~tcd text may have
caused mothers to explain implicit cvcnts and complex relations.
To test the cffcct of attachment patterns on the process of reading a complex new
story, all children wcrc scparatcd from their mother and their behavior during the
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reunion with the mother was observed.
The children’s behavior during the first 5 mins
of the reunion was coded on an adjusted version of Main, Kaplan and Cassidy’s (1985)
security scale for six-year-olds.
The number
of negative or disciplinarian
contextual
interactions
did appear to be related to the security of the attachment.
In addition
to this replication
of the effect of attachment
on the atmosphere
during reading, we
found a relation between
security of attachment
and quality of instruction:
securely
attached children
tended to get explanations
on a higher level, that is, less labelling
of the illustrations
and more discussion
on the level of textual interpretations.
In
general,
mothers appeared
to discipline
their children less and to involve them more
often in discussions
about the text if the children were more securely attached to their
mothers.
This study confirms
that individual
differences
in style of interaction
cannot be
accounted
for simply in terms of income level or cultural background
(cf. Sulzby &
Teale, 1987). A more complicated
pattern turns up suggesting that individual differences
in the mothers’ style of interacting
with their child are products of a number of factors in
the family. Our results contradict studies (Heath. 1982; Ninio, 1980) which demonstrate
an effect of social class differences on the mothers’ style of interaction.
However, results
are not incompatible
when we take into account that insecure relationships
are to be
expected
more often in lower class families and that in the present study the scores
representing
several characteristics
of the reading process were adjusted for differences
in security.
Interestingly,
in the group of infrcqucnt
rcadcrs the insccurcly
attached dyads were
strongly over-rcprcscntcd
(73%) compared to the groups of frcqucnt rcadcrs from a low
and high SES with rcspcctivcly
33 and 13% insccurc dyads. This result indicates that a
relation may exist bctwccn the quality of rcarling sessions, the affcctivc bond between
parent and child, and the frcqucncy
of reading at home. It may bc hypothcsizcd
that
mothers read more frcqucntly
to their child if the reading sessions take II more pleasant
and rewarding course.
Maternal

Antcccdcnts

of Ouality

and Quantity

of Reading

From a series of studies,
it may be dcrivcd that the quality of the mother-child
attachment
relationship
is dependent
on the way in which the mother evaluates
her
attachment
relationship
with her parents-in
her childhood and at present (Main ef af.,
1985; for a review, see van IJzendoorn,
1992). Her mental representation
of the bond
with her parents is supposed to determine
the quality of new attachment
relationships,
including
that with her own child. A secure representation
of her past attachment
experiences,
enables the mother to be open to all signals and needs of her child, even
if these signals are threatening
or anxious. An anxious representation
is supposed to
lead to blocking off those signals (like crying) that remind the mother too much of
her own painful experiences
with attachment
and separation
in her childhood
(Main
& Goldwyn.
in press). From this theory, the hypothesis
may be derived
that the
mental representation
of the mother’s own attachment
experiences
in the past, are
rclatcd to the frequency
and quality of the reading sessions and-indirectly-to
the
child’s emergent
literacy skills.
In our study (Bus LP: van IJzcndoorn,
1992b), WC mcasurcd
the mothers’ mental
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We

used the so-called

‘*Adult

developed by Main and her colleagues (Main et al., 1985).
Attachment
Interview,”
The Adult Attachment Interview is a semistructured interview in which questions about
general characteristics
questions

of the relationship

about specific childhood

with their own parents are supplemented

events and about the current

relationship

with

with the

parents. The coding system leads to classification of the interviews in terms of security
of attachment (for details. see Main & Goldwyn, in press).
From our data the mental representation of attachment appeared to be related to the
quality of the attachment relationship between mother and child. as observed in the
separation-reunion
episode of the Strange Situation.
If mothers have a more secure
representation of their own childhood, they also tend to have a more secure relationship
with their own child. Our data also confirm the hypothesis that secure mothers, that is,
mothers with secure mental representations of their attachment experiences, read more
frequently to their child. Secure mothers also need to do less disciplining to focus their
child’s attention on the task and these children have more advanced emergent literacy
skills. These data provide further support for the idea that the affective dimension of the
mother-child relationship is an important factor in the child’s cognitive dcvelopmcnt.
The attachment relationship determines at Icast in part the development of literacy skills
through the quality and quantity of the mother-child
reading interactions.
This finding makes it less plausible that the rending sessions influcncc the child’s
behavior during the scl’;Iration-reunion
cpisodc. First, in the prcscnt study the affcctivc
bond bctwccn mother and child is being obscrvcd from two diffcrcnt. but convcrgcnt,
pcrspcctivcs. Iii the Adult Attachment Intcrvicw, the parental pcrspcctivc is cmphasizcd,
whcrcas in the scP;Ir;lfion-reunion

cpisotlc attention

tivc. If both scores convcrgc. WC may
Sccontl.

it is not easy to tlcfcnd

hc

is focusccl on the child’s pcrspcc-

more convincctl of the validity of those results.

that the reading sessions

inllucncc

the outcomc of

the Adult Attachment Intcrvicw.
E3ccausc the Adult Attachment Intcrvicw is tapping
tlccp-root4
rcprcscntations of the parent’s attachment cspcricnccs in childhood and
in aclultho~~il. the outconic is rclativcly resistant to change (LIowlby,
NOO). It is
hypothcsizctl that only as a result of major lift cvcnts sucl~ as ;I new partner relationship
or a puberty crisis, or as a result of p!iyChOlh~rilpy,
may the lllClltill
rcprcscntiition
of attachment change from sccurc to anxious or rcvcrsc (l3owlby, 1969). ‘I‘hcrcforc,
it is more plausible to suggest that the outcome of the Adult Attachment lntcrvicw
tlctcrmincs in part the frcqucncy and quality of the rcacling sessions ~lnd-indirectly-the
dcvclopmcnt of cmcrgcnt literacy skills.

Conclusion
The purpose of our studies is to uncover the mechanisms which dctcrmine the
dcvclopmcnt of literacy skills and to explain the cxistcnce of diffcrcnces in the ways
in which parents “tune in” to the child’s intentions, knowlcdgc and intcractional patterns
(Bus, 199Oa). Our studies support some hypotheses about the relation bctwccn cmcrgcnt
literacy skills. quality and quantity of reading sessions, and the bond bctwccn mother and
child. First, it has been demonstrated that reading to children intlucnccs the assistance
required to make a story comprchcnsiblc.
Expcricnccd children arc less liable to be
distracted and they need fcwcr explanations to bc able to follow the story. S~ond.
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mothers

adapt their interactive

reading behavior

to the level of competence.

We found

some evidence for the relation between quality of assistance and emergent literacy skills:
when reading simple books older and more competent children receive more instruction
about complex

aspects of written

language such as letter-sound

combinations

and less

instruction about the meaning of illustrations and text fragments. Third, the studies
demonstrated a relation between the security of the relationship and the reading process.
If the children feel more secure and their bond with the mother is a safe
which to explore the environment.
the reading sessions are less problematic

haven from
and more

rewarding and the mothers are better abte to attune to their children’s needs. Fourth,
the security of the mother-child
relationship is related to the frequency of reading.
Secure mothers probably read more frequently
because the reading sessions take a
more pleasant course. Fifth, we demonstrated
that individual differences in the style
of reading a complex new story cannot simply be explained by SES differences between
the families. in a group of frequently reading dyads within-SES variations seem to be
as large as between-SES
variations, Lastly. we demonstrated
that the mothers’ mental
representation

of their own attachment

experiences

is related

to the security of their

bond with the child, to the frcqucncy of reading sessions. and to the quality of the
reading. Thcsc results support the following model of the emergence of literacy skills
&fore frmnal reading instruction.

j

Maulers’ mental rep1escntati0n of
attachmcn~eoces

Further rcscarch should cxplorc this model in more detail. Longitu~lin~ll
studies are nccdcd to support the causal implications

and

cx~crirl~el~tal

of our model.
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nurturant
A

person to whom the child is attached, can convey social intluences easily.
of this assumption is that a person in whom subjects trust and to whom

corollary

they attach. can use the warmth of the relationship

as a resource in socializing

with the

subjects. getting them to comply with either general or specific expectations.
However.
nurturant

is the affect-facilitation

mothers

the close relationships
Some

recent

true across a variety of situations?
and are they always willing

Are
to use

as a resource in socialization?

studies

1954; Lytton,

assumption

always effective social reinforcers
have cast doubts

on this generality.

19SO; Maccoby CE:Martin,

1983; Radke-Yarrow,

Many researchers (Kuczynski,
Zahn-Waxier, & Chapman.

1953) have pointed out that nurturant mothers do not necessarily make children comply
in all social contests.
When mothers perceive a given situation
to be urgent
and
want

to

esert

affective

immediate

resources

counterparts.
in contests
mothers

However.
or

control

and control

over

their

children.

contrary to the expectations

situations

which

they

nurturant

mothers

than their

use

their

unnurturant

based upon the above assumption,

see as mcrcly

to force their children

arc reluctant

the

more effectively

children

playful

or game-like,

the

to obey. They use more pleasant

nurturant
and milder

strategies
such as negotiations
and suggestions
(Kuczynski.
l9S-l). and allow the
children not to obey their dircctivcs (Matas CI trl.. 197s) more than their unnurturant
counterparts, apparently valuing the long-term good mother-child relationship over the
dcsirc to fulfill the dcma~~ls
of the task at hand.
control

assuming

Thcrcforc,

context,

social

task-oricntcd
whcrc
arc

assigned

in which
will

contexts,

subjects

relationship

their

the

role

mothers

of

to achicvc

a model

affcctivc
wc

the

rcinforccr,

the child

comply.

in

rules

is to place

of

the

game.

importimcc
is a major

from

the necessary

taking

The
i.e.,

purpose

that

role
from

bo ncgativcly

by children’s

cxprcssive

emotional

control

steps

rclatcd

assume

they
words,

to whom

counterparts.

may

situations,

prefer

their

to

enact

close rcliltioIlS.

the

that do not conform

more

inclined

the

mother

because the closcncss means that
for her, and this may well prevent
to complctc
to test this

in a game-like

to the mother‘s

pcrformanccs

role,

vary according

ambiguous,

children

of their children

was directly

the close

mothers

to maintain

relationship,

to get the child

study
that

was rather

wc could

the

functions,
In other

as game-like

such

nurturant
situations

toward chilclrcn’s noncompliance or dctiilIlCc.

invcstmcnt

stratcgics

hypothcsizcd

of the mother
which

the

of the prcscnt

maternal

was specifically

closer

their

thcrnsolvcs

behaviors

The

on

relationship

playful

instrumental

unnurturant

contests,
with

implicitly,

task-oricntcd

situations.

their

to

dyads in

use the

good pcrt’ormanccs.

over

plilyflll

according

though

mothers

In those

task-oricntctl

relationships

to control

mothers.

will

to have so-called

in those

vary

used in the classic stud&

their

to achicvc

dyacls

close

and

social

So-ciIllcd cxprcssivc functions, devoting
They thcrcby rcvcill pcrmissivc attitudes
to the

task

have an atlvantagc

the

have

and arc reluctant

stratcgics

chilclrcn

rcsourcc,

put

who

control

when WC place mother-child

cxpcctcd

their

arc attached
if

or

to have

arc naturally

of their

mothers’

that only

such as l~r~~hlcm-solviI~~ situations

on gclting

children
mothers

nurturnnt

prcsscd

as ;I rcsourcc

Howcvcr,
the

arc

conccntratc

bccausc

that

we can hypothcsizc

cffcctivcncss

successfully.

“social-context”

to the nature
problem-solving

the dcgrce

relationships

the “task”

assumption,

of the social context.
situation

of the child’s

bctwccn

in which

attachment

mother-child

the
her

It
the

to her,

dyad,

would

a5 iI S;clcializiItiOn agent iIS mcasurcd

in the ~amc, bccausc in such a situation

the mother

would

be
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Two specific predictions
the mother

in the game; and (b) the mother’s

to the performance
of good

and enjoy

strength

and Cognition

relations

with

the

child

would

negatively

would

were examined:

be negatively

correlated

cngagemcnt in the maintenance

affect

the

child’s

in

performance

the task.

Method
In a game-like
child’s attachment

referential
communication
situation,
the relationship
between
the
to the mother
and the child’s performance
of decoding
messages
to elucidate
the relationship,
the
mother
was investigated.
Moreover,

sent by the
attitudes
and strategies
analyzed.

by the mother

during

the communication

of the message

were

Slrt)jcW
Thirty-six
had

mother-child

been

administcrcd
nuclear

dyads

participating
when

fmiilics

the chiltlrcn

from

were

studied.

in a longitudinal
the

All the mothers wcrc
NOIW of the children attcnclcrl

children,

since

class,

living

I6 boys

childbirth,

were 3.0 to 3.3 years old. They

lower-niirltllc

Tokyo.

The

study

in ;I few

and

and
this

20 girls,
study

was

wcrc first born of intact
niicldlc-sized

cities

near

high school graduates.
and full-time,
primary cart-givers.
a11 institution
such as a clay cart ccntcr or kintlcrgartcn.

Attachment
towards the mother was asscsscd by the PAT (I’icturc
Attachment
Test)
constructed
by the author’ (‘l‘akaha5hi.
I97S). ‘l‘hc I’A’I’ corisistccl of two sets of eight
picture
cards, one set for girls 2nd one set for boys. Each card illustratccl
;I daily
lift

in which attachnicnt
behaviors
towards other pcr5ons woulcl bc inclucctl
Exaniplc
situations
inclutlccl:
“When
you play out of doors, who
YOLI like to play with?. ” “Who
woultl
you want to take a bath with?,”
“If you

situation

in young

would

chilclrcn.

wcrc

sick. who would you want to bc with?.”
!3cing shown each of the PAT cards, the
was askccl by a11 intcrvicwcr
to report
the name of the person(s),
whom she
bclicvccl her child would sclcct in each daily-lift
situation.
WC did not ask the chilclrcn

mother

the questions.
some

of the

bccausc

PAT

it MYIS assurnccl

cards.

The

total

that

number

they wcrc not mature enough to rcsponcl to
of appcaranccs
of the mother as the most

prcfcrrcd
person was consiclcrccl as showing the strength
= o-s, M = 3.94, S/I = 1.S).
In order to valiclatc this inclcx WC corrclatcd
it with
iclcntificcl
197s).

by tho

Twenty-scvcn

Strange

Situation

mother-child

proccdurc

pairs

out

(Ainsworth,

of the

of attachrncnt
their

to her (I<ange

patterns
LSlchar,

36 dyacls

wcrc

of

Waters.

attachment
C! Wall,

asscssccl by the

procedure
at their 24th month,
and except for 2 children
of C-type.
all of the
children were classified into B-type. Since the conventional A-B-C
classification was
not informative.
eight kinds of attachment
behaviors
towards the mother (touching:
being within arm’s reach of: following: showing/giving toys to; speaking to; imitating:
looking at; smiling at) were counted for each 10 s period during episodes 2. 3. 5 and
S. The total frequency of the eight kinds of attachment behaviors towards the mother
was correlated significantly

with the present attachment index (r = .J6. p < 45).

The mother‘s c~~rn~~llnic~ttion effectiveness was measured by a referential com~lunic~lti(~n
game. a slightly moditicd version of the Picture Book Communication Game constructed
by Dickson (Dickson,
lW1; Dickson, Has. Niyake, B Azuma. 1979). As Figure 5.1
indicates. the instrument
used in the garnc involved
two notebooks.
each with ;I set of
four

pictures

in diffcrcnt

arrangcrncnts.

Under

each picture on the listenct’s

notebook

is ;I button cnnncctcd by ;I wire to a light under the corrcspc~nding picture on the scndcr’s
notebook. This tl_i\mcis similar to conventional rcfcrcntial conlnlurlic~ltion tasks with two
innovations for the button-light
system. First, by ;I light untlcr the picture the sender
can promptly itlcntify the choice
the appropri:ttcncss
of her prior

of the fistcncr,
and sccrml,
the scntlcr can thus know
message md proviciu feedback
or further
information

if slhc wotrId like to do so.
-21nc the mot her
Ill t1tc >‘

instrtictcd

abrtut

;I txgct

the rcfcrcn[,

rcfcrcltt

was

in the set of four

to give

;I nicssagc

altcrn;~tivcs.

which rvouicl bc locatcrl in ;I diffcrcnt

ctmstructctl

by hcrsclf

so that the child could choose

place in the child’s

notebook.

In

the prcscnt study WC used only abstract figures in order to make the situation more
gaiiic-like,
2s shown in I:igurc 5.1. It was siil’poscd Iha tllosc abstract figures would
IllilkC
tllc
nlothcr pcrccivc
tllc 5itit;t(ioti
iIS ;I p\lllC.
‘Ihi> is bccausc lirstly, 2s thcrc wcrc
no tlc4gnatctl “correct” rncssagcs the mother could xnll
iI v~tguc or tricky description
if she likctl. Scconrlly,
2s it wxs tlillicull
I0 xntl
;ipprolxi;tfc
mcssagcs to hull’ the
child push the correct buttons. the niothcr might prffcnd that it was :iII play, not ;I
cogiiitivc

task.

(1)

Q
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000
O o”‘@
0
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X

m;isimum

A
was

counted

Iiunibcr
To

was

iI4

partial

of three errors
was
scored
pc‘r
7 items of the mother-ns-s~ntlcr
as a Iicgativo
indicator
of the

out

tlic

ligurcs,

conorctu
SCllt

over

IllCSSilgCS

following

followirig

iit

ruiatccl

3

to

yc;irs

IO

(r

of
=

rcqiiirccl

To

how
;Ihoiit

obtaiI1

age

-.X).

((L-21) wcrc
IO.42
Ikforc
p)ccccling
UridcrStaIid

ability

;I

‘I‘ilc

iIll;llySiS.

scores

child’s

iii

the

task.

(-.SS,
‘I‘lIc

p
MS

aId

wcrc

was

<

Iiumbcr

but
of

the

the

of

~sctl

as

;I

MAS

over

IO itciiis.

variahlc

IXliltCd
wcrc

r;lIIgc

This

all

the cxpcrimcntcr

control

scores

(Score

errors

ganlc.
cffcctivcncss.

errors

iicgativcly

LAS

of

IiiIIiibcr

task. in which

sigiiific~intly

.()I).
.Slk

total

coInnIuIIicatit,n
C0lllllliilliciitiVc

(LAS)

SCCllilrio.

scores

mother’s

;~iicl 9.SI (3.51), rcspcctivcly.
to the MAS session, the motlicr

(3.

to

written

13AS

tlic

(MAS)
ttic

of the csp”riniciitcr-iis-sciitlcr

aid

itcrn,

not

O-30)

iii

to

thu

Binct-10

sigiiilkiiitly
aId

MAS

the

IS),

scntl

15-3

indicators

Iiiiii

;I

riicssagc

and

to

give

obscrvccl

fcctllxick

to

tiic

EAS

the

child.

stratcgics,

aII

session
J‘tic

to

g;~nlcs

altogctkr.

of

the

mother’s

intcr2ction5
during the game wcrc
-I-point
rating scales (1 = clearly

attitudes

transcrihccl
shows the

and

mother-child

from ilUCliO-tLlpCS,
and rated on four
tcnclcncy.
to 1 = hardly
shows the
the mother’s
tcnclcncy
to maintain
a

tcnclcncy).
Each scnlc was aimal
at assessing
close and reciprocal
relationship.
The sc;tIcs u’crc: (I) the mothur’s tcndcncy to rcfcr to
the child’s personal cxpcricnccs;
(3) the mother’s
tcnclcncy to ignore the child’s errors;
(3) the mother’s tcndcncy to persist in her Incssagc:
and (4) the mother’s
tendency not
to control the child’s irrelevant
behaviors.
Ratings wcrc given for each item and then avcragcd
over the 7 items. MS and SDS
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were 1.25 (0.30), 2.15 (0.38), 2.08 (0.48),
ments (Cohen’s
kappa) for the rating were

1.94 (0.79), respectively.
.86 on the average.

Inter-rater

agree-

Results
Because

preliminary

analysis

each of the four ratings
indicated
nonsignificance

Relationships
The
errors

Between

correlation
in MAS

of sex differences

Attachment

between

when

(.30, p < .05). The result indicated
mother,
the more errors s/he tended

significantly

EAS,

only one
tcndcncy
with

in EAS was controlled
(.Sl.
Morcovcr,
the correlation

to the mother

of errors

that the more strongly
to make in decoding.

in EAS

IJ < .()I).
of the child’s

and

and number

the child

attached

of

out

was partiallcd

to the

011 Child’s Errors in the Gatrw

out of the four ratings of maternal
not to control
the child’s irrclcvant

the number

PAT

performances

ard Child’s Errors in the Game

of attachment

the number

of the M~~tcrnrrl Attitudes

As Table 5. I shows,
the game, the mother’s
corrclatcd

to the Mother

the strength

was significant

Effkts

in each score of MAS,

of maternal
attitude
toward the tasks and child’s
between the sexes, the data were combined.

of errors

in MAS,

attachment

errors in MAS, controlling
for that of EAS, bccamc
reluctance
to control
the child’s irrelevant
behaviors

when

attitude
during
behaviors,
was

the number

of errors

to the mother

with the number

nonsignificant
was pilrtiallcd

when the mother’s
out (.22, p > . IO).

of

Thus, when the mother was not willing to control child’s behavior
to channel it toward
the goill or toward performing
well in the game. the child made errors in decoding.

Correlations

bctwccn

Number

of Errors

Table 5. I
in Mother-As-Scndcr

Scsion
Numhcr

Maternal

Ratings

I) Tcndcncy to rcfcr to
personal cxpcricnccs
2) Tendency to ignore
child’s errors
3) Tcndcncy to persist in
her mcssayc
4) Tcndcncy not to control
irrclcvant bchiiviors

Simple
r

and Ratings of Maternal

Behavior

of errors in hlAS
(N = 36)
Number

of errors in EAS
Partial14

.24

.22

.Oh

.03

.oo

.I3

.47’

.51’
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In fact. highly attached mothers were generally reluctant
irrelevant behaviors. Typicaf interactions were as fohows.

to control

their children’s

Cuse Ryii
Ryu’s scores of MAS and EAS were 12 and 7, respectively. He was identified as a
boy strongly attached to the mother. That is. his mother reported that he would name
her as an attachment figure in 6 out of the 8 PAT cards. In the foIlowing interaction
the mother was sending messages as to the target (a) in Figure 5.2.
M:
c:
M:
C:
M:

Look
Yes.

here. Ryu.

This

is . . . . . you see cats and dogs.

Ryu, you love both cats and dogs.
Yes.
Well, it has standing ears. The ears are standing

upright.

And

it has a tail that

hangs down.
c:
M:

YCS.
It is a dog. Where

C:
M:

Yes, this one . . . , and this one . . . , and this one . . . , and this one . . . _

c:
M:
c:
M:
C:
M:
c:

is the dog which has a hanging down tail?

Stop! Thcrc must be only one [target] dog.
This one? (Hc pushes an incorrect button.)
Look at the pictures carefully.
(Hc pushes another incorrect button.)
A dog whicft has standing-up cars.
(tie pusfled buttons ilt random.f
Stop! NO!
(tic continues

to push buttons at random.)

Kaz was a boy with 15 errors in MAS and 10 errors in EAS. His mother reported that
hc would select her in 5 of the S PAT cards. The target figure was (b) in Figure 5.2.

M:
C:

Well . . . , What do you xc? Hmmm
I
(&&s
three buttons at random.)

.

(She thinks)

I cannot explain well.

M:

Kaz, don’t touch the buttons.

c:
M:
c:
M:

Can’t I push the buttons‘?
Hnimm , . . The left side of the figure is smaller.
Which figure? (He pcops into the mother’s notebook.)
OK, look at your own book. Your figures are all the same as mine. Could you
see a figure in which the left side is small and the right side is large’.? It consists
of two parts.

c:
M:

Two?
f-low do you xc

the [tnrgct] figure?

K.TAKAHASHI
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c:

Is this

M:

I cannot

c:

This

M:

Then.

it?

(He

points

explain

one?

(He

which

c:

I don’t

M:

I know

to the notebook

this.

Hmmm

pushes

an incorrect

is the figure

and pushes

an incorrect

button.)

. . . (She thinks.)

like

button.)

the ribbon’?

have a ribbon.
that

you

don’t

have

a ribbon.

Please

find a figure

like a ribbon

his arms.

laughs.)

in your

board.

c:

No.

M:

No‘?

c:

(He

lies down

M:

Kaz

. . .

There

is none.

c:

Look!

M:

I cannot explain this figure.
(He pushes buttons at random.)
(She laughs.)
No . . . I cannot . . .

c:
M:

I’ve

on the floor.)

got big.

(He

stands

up lifting

both

He

Ctise Kok
Kuk

was

rcportcd

a girl

that

(b) in Figure

M:
C:
M:

This

is a very

Like

this.

(She

sniilcs.)

I suppose

in

(the

MAS

and

mother)

X errors

in

in all S PAT

EAS.

cards.

Her
The

mother

target

was

figure
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Is it this? (She finally touches the correct button.)
Finally,
you found the correct button.
You pushed all four buttons one after
another,
so it was only natural that you would hit the right one! (She laughs.)
You are great! You did a fine job! (She says this a little bit sarcastically.)
(She laughs.)

The mothers in the first two examples were reluctant
to strictly control the child’s
behavior and the mother in the the last case enjoyed the game and was not so much
involved in the child’s performance
itself, although the daughter
finally succeeded
by
chance. All of them enjoyed
interacting
with their children
and were not so much
concerned
with the child’s performance
or the goal of choosing the right picture with
a minimal number of errors. Consequently,
the children did not perform well at least
in the short run.

Discussion
As predicted from the “social context” assumption
and the auxiliary assumption
that
attached mothers are unwilling to control their children’s behaviors unduly, the present
study revealed
that the child’s attachment
to the mother was negatively
correlated
with the child’s performance
in the referential
communication
game. The mothers
who reported
strong attachment
relationships
with their children
were characterized
as reluctant
to control their children’s playful behaviors
during the game. They were
much more conccrncd
with having pleasant
interactions
with the child than with the
child’s achieving.
In this section, I will discuss how to intcrprct
the negative correlation,
especially in
the light of the closcncss of Japanese mother-child
pairs. I will also examine the nature
of “attachment”
as asscsscd in this study.

The Importance

of Mother’s

Interpretdons

of the Sitllution:

Is it (I Game or a Task.?

The ncgativc correlation
between children’s attachment
toward the mother and their
performances
in the game corroborated
the findings of the previous research,
which
cmphasizcd
the importance
of the mother’s pcrccption
of the situation as a dctcrminant
of her effcctivcncss
(Kuczynski.
1984; Lytton, 1980; Maccoby & Martin, 1983; RadkeYarrow, Zahn-Waxlcr,
& Chapman,
1983). That is, if the target situation is perceived
by the mother not to be critical nor urgent, the child’s attachment
toward her is not
used as a resource to make the child perform well, but serves as an elicitor for the
mother to rcinforcc
their close and reciprocal
relationship.
In fact, the mother-child
pairs with higher scores of attachment
no doubt seemed to enjoy their interaction
during
the game.
Needless to say, the present results should never be taken to mean that Japanese
mothers
arc not able to use the child’s attachment
as a resource
in socialization
in gcncral.
In fact, from daily observations,
there arc many successful
examples
of socialization
by mothers
through
utilizing
their close relations
with their child.
As a result, for cxamplc,
even prcschoolcrs
can read and spell their name, and
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project
also can count. We don’t need any “Head Start”-type
elementary school because Japanese mothers are so competent
informal observations are consistent with
which suggest securely attached children’s

before

entrance

as “tutors.”

to

These

the empirical findings by Bus (this issue)
superiority
in emergent literacy over their

insecurely attached peers.
Their failure to enable their children to perform well in this experiment only means
that in a game-like situation they tend to prefer to enjoy their close relations with the
child at the expense of trying

to achieve a goal. We expect that when a situation

has

one or more strong or clear cues pushing the mother to use the child’s attachment
as a resource for achieving good results, she can and will do that. In fact, a crosscultural study between Japan and the U.S.A.
revealed that, in intellectual achievement
situations,
Japanese children showed less task resistance to the mother
Arn~ri~~ln counterparts (Azuma. Kashiwagi, & HL’SS. 1981).

Effects of Children’s AttrrchrrwrttMuy Vary According
Mother
Being

influenced

by the Japancsc child-centered

than their

to the Level of Closeness to the

culture,

the Japanese have long

favored child-rearing customs in which the mother is to hc ncnr and have close
rcl~tti(~nships with the child (Bcfu, 1971; Caudilf & Weinstein;
1969; Mii, 1988). In fact,
repcatcd studies failccl to find any A-type (~lv~)i~l~~nt-ty~~) attachment children among
Japancsc subjects (Takahashi,
1986; 199Oa; I99Oh). Because the Japanese mother-child
relationships tend to bc closer than their Wcstcrn counterparts (c.g., Bcfu, l971), it
could reasonably hc assuntcd that cvcn the present Japancsc mother-child pairs whcrcin
the child

W;IS

rcportcd as being not SO much attached to the mother,

nevcrthclcss

had

&XX relationships.
This may cxpfain why the “;lffcct-facilitation”
~~ssl~rttpti~~nwas not supported while the
“sctci~il-corttcxt” ~lssun~ption proved to he tcnablc in this study. For adult nlod~l~hild
pairs whose nurturartce

level, differences
in mother’s cffcctivcncss
Only the dyads with enough love may bc able to afford tu
in iI gantc-like context, yet bchavc cffcctivcly in a serious
in short, may rcvcal clear cffccts of social context. Further

attachntcnt

of other

countries,

attachment

is below a certain

ntay make no diffcrcncc

patterns

such as those of Western
are identified,

would

countries

be helpful

in the extent of child’s
as a socializing agent.
enjoy their interactions
and/or urgent context,
studies among subjects

among which some A-type

to advance our

und~rst~tnding

about this issue.

The ISSIIL~of A tta%rtwt~~ A.sses.s~rwmf
Sonic pcoplc, who arc familiar with attachment asscssmcnt based on the BowlbyAinsworth
paradigm and also with those the tindings which have suggested advantages
of B-type children in the general development, may wonder if the present results would
be rcliabtc. They may claim that the ncgativc function of attachment should be taken
with some rcscrvation until the validity of attnchmcnt assessment used in this study is
proven.
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In fact. in this study attachment
toward the mother was assessed by the PAT. Based
on a theory of social relationships
which is described
elsewhere
(Takahashi,
199Oc),
the PAT assesses a relative importance
of the mother as an attachment
figure at the
present.
because each child is developing
and reconstructing
a framework
of social
assessment
of the
relationships
which consists of multiple
figures. The attachment
present study differs from the conventional
attachment
measurement
in three ways.
Firstly, we measured
attachment
at the moment
of the observation,
i.e., at 3 years
of age, whereas traditional
attachment
studies usually use types of attachment
at 12-18
months of age as a stable index of quality of attachment.
Secondly,
we measured
relative strength of attachment
toward the mother, whereas the conventional
attachment
assessment
only and separately
focuses on relationships
with the mother. Finally, we
used the mother as an informant
of attachment
figures because she was assumed to have
had enough observations
of the child’s everyday life, whereas in the traditional
research
attachment
is usually observed and assessed in a laboratory
setting. In this sense, the
PAT is similar to the Attachment
Q-sort method by Waters and Deane (1985).
In spite of these differences,
it is supposed that there is close correspondence
between
the results of the PAT and the strange situation procedure that guarantees
the relevance
of the present results to the attachment
theory. In addition
to the above-mentioned
correlations
of the frequency of responses to the mother in the PAT with the frequencies
of attachment
behaviors
toward the mother which appeared
in the Strange Situation
procedure
one year before. another
longitudinal
study of ours indicated
that B-type
infants,
idcntificd
as such by the Strange Situation
procedure
at their 12th month,
significantly
more frcqucntly
chose the mother as an attachment
figure in the PAT at
3 years of age, according to their mothers, than their C-type counterparts.
Although
both the attachment
asscssmcnt
proccdurc
and cultural
backgrounds
of
mother-child
dyads were different
to those in the Wcstcrn mainstream
studies, none
of this makes the prcscnt study too exceptional.
WC bclicve that the prcscnt study
adds knowlcdgc and casts new light on the growing interest in the relationship
bctwcen
attachment
and socialization.
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In this special issue, the effects of attachment relationships on learning and instruction
processes in early childhood have been emphasized. It has become clear that the
quality of the infant-parent
attachment relationship has far-reaching consequences for
learning and instruction in several domains. Attachment has not only been shown to
influcncc the prcschoolcrs’ social dcvclopmcnt but also their cognitive abilities and
their adaptation to new and/or strange circumstances.

Sccurc children

have II headstart

over insccurc children when they cntcr school and they acquire basic, cmcrgcnt litcrury
skills at an carlicr stage. At school they might very well bc the pupils who arc casyto-teach and their hcadstart might become the starting point for the Matthew cffcct
(Stanovich,
1986) whcrcby the initial diffcrcnccs bctwccn pupils incrcasc instead of
dccrcasc through the process of schooling. It is for this reason that cducationalists
should be aware of the high impact of early attachment dcvclopmcnt on Icarning and
instruction at home and in the schools.
But thcrc is another reason to highlight the contribution
of attachment theory to
educational scicncc. Attachment is a life-span phenomenon (Ainsworth,
IWO), not only
crucial during the early preschool years and within the family system. Attachment has
to be seen as a vital condition for human functioning at every stage in lift and within
any social context (school, work, social network).
Although
hard empirical data to
support this contention arc not abundant thcrc are too many clinical findings to neglect
the likelihood that secure attachment relationships arc the foundation for a balanced
social and cognitive development during childhood and adolcsccncc (Bowlby, 1085). In
the school setting,

attachment might be taken into account at four Ievcls.

First, the attachment needs of pupils might be met optimally only within ;I school
system in which continuity of relationships is guaranteed. The same tcachcr and pupils
should remain togcthcr for an cxtcndcd period of time to cnhancc the opportunities for
the development of sccurc rclntionships.
Highschools in which tcachcrs and groups of
pupils change cvcry two hours or so, might provide too few chances for adolcsccnts to
build meaningful rclntionships among thcmsclvcs and with their tcachcr.
Secondly, tcachcrs might learn from the scnsitivc rcsponsivcncss with which parents
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instruct their children
in the family context (Ninio & Bruner,
1978). If teachers are
aware of different types of attachment
relationships
(avoidant,
secure and ambivalent
attachments)
they might be better able to deal with their pupils’ subtly and indirectly
expressed attachment
needs and to meet these needs as part and parcel of the instruction
process.
In general,
knowledge
of attachment
theory could help teachers
in being
sensitively
responsive
to the attachment
needs of children in stressful situations,
such
as being a novel pupil in a class or having to cope with death of a family member
or divorce of parents.
In all these cases, a child’s attachment
behavioral
system will
be activated
and, depending
on the specific quality of its mental representation
of
attachment,
it will make different demands on its social environment,
including school
teachers.
Meeting
these demands
will enhance
adaptation
and school performance.
Studies on parent-hild
interactions
in difficult task settings have shown how much
more efficient learning and instruction
takes place if the relationship
is a secure base
to explore new and potentially
threatening
phenomena.
The same might very well be
true for teacher-pupil
interactions.
Pianta (1992) has documented
empirical evidence
on the existence of attachment
relationships
between teachers and pupils, comparable
to those between parents and children.
Thirdly, Bowlby (1989) proposed that beyond childhood,
attachment
needs might not
only be fullfilled within relationships
between two people, but also in the wider context
of the group or social system. The “corporate
identity”
of an effective school might
stimulate
the pupils’ idcntilication
with “their” school. In the U.S.A.
much more
sporting
attention
has been paid to the schools’ identity (e.g., through school-based
teams) than in Europe.
If the schools were integrated
more in the pupils’ lives and
allowed for idcntilication
and attachment
processes.
they might scrvc as a secure base
to explore uncharted
intcllcctual
and cultural territories.
Fourthly, attachment
theory is playing an increasingly
important
role in the treatment
of learning disabilities
(Barrett & Trcvitt,
1991). With troubled and learning
disabled
children
the educational
therapist
has at least three roles: teacher,
educational
attachment
figure and consultant
to teachers in schools. In educational
therapy,
the
focus is on the significance of attachment
for the dcvclopmcnt
and persistence of learning
disabilities
(Barrett & Trevitt,
1991). Many pupils arc refcrrcd to educational
therapy
or cvcn to special schools, who experienced
separations
that have proved traumatic
(c.g., illness, hospitalization,
divorce,
or death of attachment
figures) and clinical
cvidcnce
suggests that these pupils often have a history of unresolved
grief within
the family which affects the pupils’ learning
abilities.
Bowlby (1985) suggested
that
schoolphobia-which
of course affects the child’s learning potential-might
originate
from dysfunctional
attachment
relationships
within the family. To ignore these roots in
the treatment
of learning disabilities
might perpetuate
the basic problems beneath the
symptomatology.
In conclusion,
we offered some speculative considerations
as to the role of attachment
in the schools. In the foregoing papers the place of attachment
in learning and instruction
during early childhood
has been emphasized.
In this epilogue WC have tried to indicate
some applications
of attachment
theory to the schools. Important
arcas of interest were:
attachment
relationships
with peers, attachment
between tcachcr and pupil, attachment
to the school, and educational
therapy of Icarning disabilities.
Bccausc empirical data
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are still scarce, we were only able to formulate some hypotheses
further studies on the complex issue of attachment in the schools.

and directions

for
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